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For Students and Teachers

Eta Probability?

Zits book is designed to introduce the reader to some fundamental ideas

about probability. The mathematical th6ory of probability plays an increasingly

important role in science, government, industry, ousiness, and economics. An

understanding of the basic concepts of probability is essential for the study

of statistical methods that are Widely used in the behavioral and social, as

well as the biological and physical, sciences.

. Proqbility is a mathematical subject about which most people have intuitive

ideas. It turns out that one's intuition cannot always be trusted, however.

In any event, the problems presented are easily understood, and their solutions

are obtainpble with a minimum of advanced mathematical experience.

Required Mathematical Background,

. The material in Part I is written for students at approximately the sev-

enth or eighth grade level. It is presumed that the student has an adequate

background in arithmetic. droking with problems in probability will provide

excellent practice in handling fractions and decimals. No previous exp.:rience

with probability is assumed. Thos students who have had an opportunity to

study SMSG: PROBABILITY FOR INTERMEDIATE GRADES will, obviously, have a

headstart on the ideas of this volume. For such students, Chapters 1 to 6 may

be covered very rapidly.

Some familiarity with the language and notation of sets is pre-supposed.

Students with no precious experience with this language and notation may need

a brief introduction. In particular, Chapter 5 uses extensively the notions

of AUB and AnB .

Students who are more advanced will be able to proceed through Part I at

a fairly rapid rate. They dill find more challenging ideas in Part II.

In Part II there are various sections that require some experience with

elementary ideas fr'im algebra.



Outline of Content, Part I

Chapters 1 to 6. form a minimal set of topics. These topics are truly basic

to any understanding of probability. Chapters 1, 2, and 3 introduce the nota-

tion and vocabulary that will be used. Here, too, ideas are presented which

will be explored in more depth later in the text: A brief Chapter 4 points out

the fact that many probabilistic judgments rely on experience or on experimental

data.

In Chapter 5 we are concerned with the slightly more complicated problem

of the,robability of the union of two events. That is, if one event occurs

with a certain probability mudja second occurs with a certain probability,

then what is the probability that one or the other occurs? It turns out that

the answer to this question hinges on the probability that both occur.

For the special cases considered in Chapter 6, it develops that the prob-

ability that both events occur is easily found. It follows that, for these

cases, one may also find the pr,..,bability that oneor the other occurs.

The treatment in chapter 6 is somewhat informal. A more precise treatment

of the probability of AnR is given in Chapter 7. The material of this

chapter is abit more .___fficult. For some individuals and for some classes

Chapters 1 to 6 might provide a reasonable introduction to probability. However,

the notion of conditional probability (Chapter 7) is essential for much of

Part II. Moreover, this topic is sufficiently interesting and important in

itself that it should be included if at all possible.

For a discussion of the content of Part II, see the Preface to that volume.

c Experiments-

Experiments are used as an important part of the course. An attempt has

been made to design experiments which may be carried out by a student working

independently. If the text is used by a class of students, it is wise to

combine the results obtained by several students (or groups of students). The

experiments provide good experience in organizing data in an efficient and

systematic way.

Moreover, if several students work together, data from many trials of an,

experiment can be obtained without undue expenditure of time. In some instances,

the number of trials suggests: in the text is insufficient to give any good

indication of trends. Even doing an experiment a few times is valuable, of

ii



course, since it gives the student a better idea about a situation than a verbal

description can provide. However, a large number of trials is very likely to

Yield, in addition, results which indicate long-run tendencies.

Primarily, the experiments arg,designed to: (a) provide the student with

data for further examination and study; (b) lead the student to obtain the

"feel" of probabilistic situations; and (c) provide opportunities for the

student to "guess" and, perhapr, to formulate generalizations.

The equipment needed for these experiments is rudim,ntary. Coins, a deck

of cards, dice, containers, and colored marbles (cr disks) are traditional

items for experiments in probability.

EXtensive use has been made of spinners, which appear well suited fo::

illustrating ideas in a simple and easily visualized way. Spinners can be made,

purchased, or adapted from those that come with many childrents games. For

example, suppose a spinner with 10 equal regions, numbered 1 th.rough 10 ,

is available. It could be used, if necessary: where one

3 1
4-which is 4- red and green is<called for. Simply

'' call the 1 and 2 regions "green', the 3, 4, 5, 6,

7, and 8 regions "red"; and ignore spins which

result in 9 or 30 .

How To Use the Program

Parts of the volume are in "programmed" form. This allows the text to be

used for individual study or to be used at different rates by different class

members. It is also possible to use the book as a regular text, supplementing

the material by class discussion and using the exercises as out-of-class work.

Unless the book is to be expended, each student should have available separate

paper for recording responses and doing scratch work.

There are two types of programmed items in the text.

In some places there are items which contain blanks. The blank is to be

filled in or thg response recorded and then checked with the correct response,

which is given :4t the left of the item.

iii
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. The sum of 5 and 6 is

ri e
.

1 1.
=

r .

3 4. 5 9

(= A)

In Item 2, a box has been used to show that the numerator of the fraction

is to be supplied. However, the entire fraction is recorded in the response
,

column. This is because we want to show the complete answer, and not just a

bit of.it. In Item 3, the response is cued by the symbols written under the

am*. Cueing of this sort is used to prevent a misunderstanding of what

response is wanted.

It is helpful to cover the response column with a piece of paper or a card

While the response is made. In any case, the response should be written before

it is compared with the one provided. A wrong response should be corrected

before proceeding.

There are also multiple-choice items, like Item 4. For each of these,

inalcate the letter of the response chosen. The choice should be verified by

reading the discussion below the item.

.
In which of the following is there an error in

addition?

[A] 5 + 7 + 13 = 25.

[B] = 5'

[0] 3.2 + 1 + .7 = 4.0 .

[A] and [B] contain no errors, but in [C] the sum is

4.9, which is apparent if the sum is written 3.2 + 1.0 + 0.7.

Therefore, you should have chosen [C] .

iv 8
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Each .chapter contains setts of exercises. The exercises provide practice

in applying the ideas that have been developed. Some of them are designed to

produce deeper insight. /Still others offer hints as to the material which will

follow. The more diffiCult exercises are marked I . Section 7-5, in particu-

lar, contains three interesting and challenging problems. Section 3-4, while

not difficult, is optional.

tO'
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1-1. Uncertainty

PART i

Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Some events are certain. If you go swimming, you are certain tc get wet.

If you select \a boy from your class, you are certain to find that he is more

thari 5 years' old.

Some events are not certain. We use words like "probable", "liker

"unlikely", in talking of them. For example, a weathermap.makes a forecast

of the future weather. His forecast, "Rain", is actually the statement, "It

will probably rain." Similarly, you may predict that "The Green Shirts will

win the pennantoe" but what you mean is; "I tI it is likely that the

Green Shirts will win the pennant.".

We often must make decisions aLout what to in situations where we

cannot be certain of what will happen. yery Lften these decisions haye to be

made by "weighing the pros and ,runs" and finally choosing one of two or more

alternatives. The phrase ".eighing the pros and cons" is used at this point

for a special reas.n. Ordinarily when we weigh something we'measure it --

we assign a numerical value to a characteristic of it which we call weight.

When we ",weigh the pros and cons" are trying in our minds t give a numeri-

cal measure to the circumstances which ore "fDr" one alternative and compare

it with a numerical measure of those "against" the alternative. If we can

assign numerical values tc the pros and we feel happier ab ut cur decision.

We are in a supermarket, nave collected cur groceries in a basket, and

push the basket t,ward the ca:11 registers. Which line do we pick? We try to

make a numerical decision -- we cunt pe_ple, estimate the number of packages

in their baskets, and then choose a line.

Here is another mathematical de,.i.iLn in the supermarket. The manager

watching over the store sees the lines at 'kit cash registers getting longer

and longer. A voice over the intercom say.; -- "Clerk A to Gat, 7, Clerk B

1
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to Gate 8." Thi§ manager may know,,from experience how long the lines should

be before another man is sent to the cash registers. Notice -- he counts the

customers. His decision is based on,numbers.

' Here is a set of paired statements. Which statement of each pair tells

mom?'

1. (a) I think Bill is a better better than Tom.

(b) I think Bill is a better batter than Tom. Bill's batting

Wzerage this year is .300 and Tom's is .190..

2. (a) I think homeroom 207 will beat homeroom 112 in today's game.

(b) I think homeroo'm 207 will beat homeroom 112 in today's game.

Homeroom 207 has won five of its seven games while 112' has

won three wt,ofeay.erir.

3. (6) Weather forecast:. rain tomorrow.

(b) Weather forecast: 80% chance of rain tomorrow.

4. (a) Dr. A: "Try this remedy for your sunburn. It may help you."

(b) Dr. B: "Try this remedy for your sunburn. It has helped 6

out c,f 7; _patients who have tried it."

You have probably noticed that in each pair of statements the seco4

would be more helpful, because it gives you more definite information. In

each case, the additional information involves numerical measuresof some
.._

"sort. You should realize, however, that the numerical information given does

IS

not make the conclusion certain. Tom may ha e played all year with a sore

arm, thebetter team does not always win, it may not rain, and the remedy

may not work for you.

In probability we shall study systematic methods of weighing pros and

cons. Although we cannot change an uncertain future to a certain one,we

can`tAmetimes compare likelihoods of various occurrences.

One of the objects of this course is to learn how to assign appropriate

numerical measures to uncertain events. These measures will be called

probabilities:

'frit study of probability has Many practical uses. For example, federal

and state gc,vurnments use probability in setting up budget requirements;

military expert's use it in raking decisions on defense tactics; scientist&
f-

.use it in.research and study. Engineers use probability in designing and

manufacturing reliable machines, planes, and satellites; buainess firms

2
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use it to help make difficult management decisions; it is the main tool of

the insurance industry in deciding on premiuM rates and on size of benefits.

We will use as illustrations several-examples of games of chance,

employing such familiar objects as coins, dice, and playing cards. The

examples have been chosen since they are fairly simple to understand. We

all have some-intuition about the "chance" of throwing a head when a coin

is tossed. The practical situations indicated in the preceding paragraph

are too complicated for the present, although we will mention some special

problems from these fields of application.

- It is of interest that, historically, the mathematical theory of prob-
..

ability arose from the consideration of gambling games.

1-2. Fair and Unfair Games

Suppose that we decide to play a game for two players in which the

outcome depends upon chance, not skill. We agree that the game is fair if

each player has an equal chance of winning. For the time being, we will

assume that you have an intuitive-idea of what we mean by "equal chance".

How may one decide whether,a game is fair? Sometimes careful thinking

about theirules will enable us to dec53e. Another possibility is to play

the game many times, keeping track of the results. This EEE give us a "feel"

as to-whether the particular game is fair. We would expect that if a game"

is groisly unfair, seve:i31 trials might indicate that fact. If a game is

almost fair, it may take lengthy experimentation to discover that fact. For

some of the games des9ribed in Section 1-3, you may wish to conduct, say,

20 trials to give you a clue as to whether they are fair.

1-3. imercises
(Answers on page 125 .)

Her.: are some games to think about. For each game a rule is given which

tells whether you or your opponent wins. If neither wins, the game counts as

a tie. Decide whether each game is fair.

1. Here is a list of games played by two players with a die having six

feces, numbered 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 .

(a) The die is tossed. You win if a 1 Is thrown. Yr-lir opponent

wins if a 3 is thrown.

3
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(b) You win if an odd number is thrown and he wins if an even number

is thrown.

(c) You win if = is thrown and he wins if a number greater than

3 is thrown.

2. These games are played by tossing a die with "1" on one face,

"2" on two other faces, and "3" on the three remaining faces.

(a) You win if = is 'thrown. YoCir opponent wins if 1 is thrown.

You in if 3 is thrown qpd he wins if any number less than

3 is thrown.

,(c) You in if 2 is thrown and he wins otherwise.

3. /I've are some games played with two ordinary dice, one red and one

green. .Both dice are thrown.

(a) You in if I is thrown on each die. Your opponent .1-ins if

5 is thrown on each die.

(b) You win if there is an even number on the red die and he wins

otherwise.

(c) You win if 6 shows on the red die and he wins if 4 shows on

the green die.

(d) You win if 1 is on each die. He wins if one die has 1 and

the other 2 .

(e) You win if the number on the red die is greater than the number

on the green one. He wins otherwise.

Let us summarize. We have used the idea that a game played by two

people (or teams) is fair if winning is as likely as losing. "Winning"

means that particular events occur; "losing" means that other events vccur.

You cannot both win and lose.

Consider throwing an ordinary die.

1. Throwing a specified number just as

(is, is not)

likely as throwing any other specified number.

(Example: 6 is just as likely es 3 .)

2. Throwing an odd number and throwing an even number

equally.likely events.
(are, are not)

"t. Throwing a specified number is likely

than not throwing it.
(more, less)

1;
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1 Someone proposes that you play a game in which you win if a 4 is

thrown with an ordinary die, and he wins if a number greater than 4 is

thrown.

You say, "This game would be unfair, but let us change it to e fair

game."

4. Which of the following ere fair games?

(Al You win if the throw is either 4 or 5 .

He wins if the number thrown is greater than 4 .

[B] You win if the throw is 4 or less. He wins

if the throw is a number greater than 4 .

[C] You win if the throw is either 3 or 4 . He

wins if the throw is a number greater than 4 .

If you ohose [A) , you were probably thinking that

throwing 4 or 5 is just as likely as throwing 5

or 6 . That is trueikbut suppose you throw 5 9 You

would seem both to win and lose, which is impossible.

The "rules" are contradictory. In game [B] , you are

more likely to win than your opponent. (You might try

it by playing it 20 times.) Hence this game is not

fair. Game [C] is fair, because throwing 3 or 4

is just as likely as throwing 5 or 6 .

1-4. An Experiment: Throng a Die

Throw a die and reco:c which face is up. Repeat until you have made

100 trials of this experiment. For convenience in counting, record the

numbers in blocks of five, with five blocks to e row. For example, the first

row might look like this:

2 4 1 3 1 64 2 35 2 6 5 6 3 2 2/5 2 2 2 1 3 5 5

When you have recorded all 100 numbers, look et them carefully. Here

are some questions to think about. They ere discussed on page 119 .

5
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1. How many l's are there in the first row? How many 2's? For the

first row, record the frequency of each number (that is, the number of

times it occurs).

Number on die face

1 2 3 4 5 6

Frequency, first row

Frequency, second row

Frequency, third row

Frequency, fourth row

Total

2. Repeat for the second, third, and fourth rows.

3. Out of 100 throws of a die, what fraction do you_exper.t will show

1 ? Show 2 ? Now record the frequency of 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 from

all of the 100 thrcws.

You may find one digit repeated several times in succession. Find

the longest such run of a single digit. How many triples of like

digits? How many pairs?

5. How many times do you find two successive digits in numerical order

(e.g., 3 followed by 4 )? Do you find any instances of three or

more digits in order?

6. Examine your 100 throws by considering them as twenty groups of five.

How many groups show three or more digits the same?

1

Save your results of tis experiment. We will refer to them later in

the course.

7. Here is the record of 25 throws of a die. Comment.

2 -3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 2323 1

You have just done an experiment with a die. If you think about,an

honest die -- one which is not "loaded" -- you see no reason to favor one

face over another. It seems rea3,nablc to suppose, then, that approximately
1

of the 10O throws, or about 17 throws, will result in a 5 , for

.axpmple.

6
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Suppose someone suggests a game which you think is fair. You play it

100 times. You win 45 times and lose 55 times. You would probably feel,

quite rightly, that this is reasonable enough. You do nct expect tc wih
At

exactly 50 times.

---\3... After 100 plays of a game using a die you have

lost 95 times. Which of the following conclusions

is the most reasonable?

[A] The game is fair. You have had a run of poor

luck.

(B) The game is fair. If it is played 100 more

times, you will win most of them.

[C) The game is not fair. The evidence of 95,

losses out of 100 plays is convincing.

[B] is the only really incorrect choice. If the game

is fair you should only expect to win about 50 of the

next 100 plays. [A] is a possible conclusion, but as

you study more about probability you will discover that

such a run of bad luck in e fair game is extremely

"improbable". We cannot prove that the game is unfair

by conducting 100 trials but [0] is the most reas

onable conclusion.



Chapter 2

FINDING PROBABILITIES

Experiments: Drawing, a Marble (See p..120 for discussion.)

1. Take 4F3 marbles, one red, one green, one yellow, all the same size.

Place them in a jar or a box that you can't see through. Mix them.

Draw one marble and record its color. Return the marble to the container.

Repeat the experiment until you have drawn 12 times in all. Approxi-

mately how many times did you expect to draw each color?

2. Again use 3 marbles, but this time use 2 that are white and 1 that

is black. Repeat the same process as in the first experiment, recording

again the color of each draw. Did you expect approximately the same

number of whites as blacks?

2 -2. Assigning Probabilities; Some Preliminary Ideas

In the first experiment in Section 2-1, there is no reason to suppose

that on any draw one color is more likely than another.

3 . For each draw, then, we have

red, green, yellow.

possible outcomes

are 2. These outcomes equally likely.
(are,are not)

--

As suggested in Chapter 1, weAvant to Ilse numbers to express such,ideas

as "more likely", "equally likely".

Thus we afire going to assign to each outcome a nonnegative number -- the

probability of the outcome. We shall use the symbol

P(red)'

to stand for the probability of getting red on a draw. Notice that P(red)

is the symbol for a number.

9
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probability

green

3. Similarly, P(green)

of getting

4. The probability of

written

is a number. It is the

on a draw.

getting yellow on a draw will be

P(red), P(green), P(yellow) are all numbers. So far we have not said

what these numbers are. However, if they are to fit with our ideas about

what is likely, we can see that just any numbers will not do.

We want thg probability of an outcome to be a measure of its likelihood,

just as the weight of a block is a measure of its heaviness. It seems reason-

able to require, therefore, that: equally likely outcomes have 121.121E11.-

abilities:

Since red, yellow, green are equally likely, we agree that P(red),

P(yellow), P(green) should all be assigned the same number.

This does not tell us what P(red), P(yellow), P(green) are. Think abort

what numbers you would choose. Then read on.

4 It turns out (for reasons which you will see later) that we assign to
1

each of the outcomes red, yellow, green the probability
3

. Thus

P(red)' =

P(yellow)
3

P(green) =

1
5. That P(red) =

3
may seem reasonable to you if_you

think of "red" as being one out of equally likely

outcomes.

1
6. That P(red) =

3
is consistent with the fact that in

the experiment we expected red about of the time.

As you go on you will see. another reason that we decide

that P(red) =
1

3
.

7. Of course the same ideas help justify the fact that

P(green) = and P(yellow) =

10
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2

Here is a spinner, with half its area red and half white.

White

rfr

Red

Y.

8. By the 'same reasoning as above,

P(red) = P(white) =

Let us next consider finding probabilities of events connected with

throwing an honest die.

six

six

likely

9. A die is a cube and so it has faces.

10. When we throw the die, there are possible

outcomes.

11. We suppose that the die is honest. Hence, that it

will show 4 , for instance, is one of siZ-equally

possible outcomes.

12. The probability of each of the six outcomes is

the number .

. for example, P(4) =

ss

The simplest possible experiment in probability has to do with tossing

a coin. Suppose we have a coin which is perfectly balanced, not weighted in

any way. (Such a perfectly balanced coin is called an "honest" coin.) We

toss it and let it fall freely.

tail

14. When the coin comes to rest, either a head or a

will show.

For an honest coin, the two outcomes are equally likely, and hence have'

equal probabilities.

11
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Suppose you toss an honest coin five times and it shows a head each time.

°
Wart is the probability that the coin will show a tail on the next toss? Some

people believe that the probability changes from one toss to another. Not so'

1
The probability that the coin will show a head remains g for each toss. It

is not tray that if an honest coin shows a head on the first to it is more

likely to show a tail on the second toss.

4

15. If an honest die Has been thrown 25 times and has

not shown a 6 , the probability that it will show

a 6 on the next throw is

16. If the 2-color spinner in Item 8 has shown red on

ten spins, the probability of its showing red on

the next sl.in is , and the probability of its

showing white is

is honest.)

. (We assume that the spinner

Later you will learn more about situations in which you repeat the same

action (like tossing a coin) many times.

Now let us think about the second experiment in Section 2-1. In this

experiment, we have a box containing 3 marbles, all the same size, of which'

2 are white and 1 is black. One marble is picked without looking into the

box.

17. The likelihood of picking any one of the three marbles

is the same as that of picking any other. We can

think again of equally likely possible

(how many)

outcomes.

18. Choosing a black marble is one possible outcome,'and

just as before it is reasonable that

P(black) =

19. What is the probability .pf drawing a white marble?

IA]
2

[111 [0] You eantt be sure.

12 .
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Drawing white, our

as drawing black.

P(black) = 3 then

experiment suggests, is twice as likely

So it is reasonable that if

P(mhite) is
3

. Hence (B) is--correct..

Notice that we can think about P(white) in another way.

1

3

1 1
, or 3+ 3

20. We get white whenever we draw either of the white

marbles. The probability of drawing one spgcific

white marble is

21. The probability of drawing the other is also

22. It seems reasonable that the probability of drawing

one or the other is , or

For any ordinary die, let tl'find the probability of throwing an even

number.

4-
6

23. We throw an even number whenever we throw 2

or

24. As we have seen (Item 12)

P(2) = P(4) = P(6) .

Look back at your results in Experiment 1-5. Did you throw an even

number about half the time? This is what you would expect, since you would
1expect to throw 2, 4, 6 each about ;. of the time.

1

2

are

1

2

2 1
, or E

25. p(2) + P(4) + p(6) =

26. Note that on a throw of a die "odd" and "even"

equally likely.
are,are not

27. Each ha probability .

28. For a le, the probability DI' throwing a number less

than is

13 2 3



C

a--

P(1) P(2)

29. Thi is clear because the only numbers:iessthan _3

are 1 and

30. By the reasoning, above:

P(less than 31 = P( ) P(

Events that are Certain to Occur

ain,let'us consider .a box with 3 cmmblex, but time let us suppose

that allare white. ,If you draw once, what ia/..theprobabillty of drawing a
.4.

.

whi marble? hank about this, and then read.

Drawing a white marble, in this case, is certain. If you use thi.ideas

illustrated in Section 2-2, you recognize that it is'reasonable to say: An

ev nt which is certain has probability 1 .

If you draw a marbli from a box containing only white marbles you get a

white marble all (100%) of the time. In this case we say:

1

P(white) = 1

1. When you throw a single die, the probability of

getting less than 7 is .

We have said that the probability of an event is a measure of its likeli-

hood. You have used the idea of measurement in other situations -- in working'

with lengths, areas, volumes, etc.
4

Just as in the case of other kinds of measurement, we need to choose

some sort of unit of measure. We' do this when we decide, once and for all

if an event is certain to occur,then its probability is 1 .

6 2. Recall that when a die is thrown there are

possible outcomes.

All are equally likely-4 Hence

P(1) = P(2) = P(3) = P(4) = P(5) =,P(6)

Suppose we had not already decided what number PM ,

for example, should be.

P



We could reason:

}(number less than 7) = P(1) + P(2) + p(3) + P(4)

+ P(5) + P(6)

(Look back at Items 22, 25, 30, of Section 2-2, if

you donst understand.)

,3. Thus by adding 6 equal numbers we get 1

since P(number less than 7) =

4. We see: P(1), P(2), etc., must all be , because

P(number less than 7) is 1 .

Here is another spinner. Its entire area is
0

white. The X region has an area 3 times that

of the Y. region.

P(X) is times P(Y) .

1,''certain 6. p(white , since you are

7. It seems reasonable to say that:

1

17,(Y) =

P(X) =

to spin white.

Then P(X) + P(Y) = , which is consistent with

Item 6.

Here is still another spinner. Regions 1, It, 5, 6 all have equal
1

areas, and each of these regions is ;, of the circle.

15

25



1

2
15

1
We are told that P('2) . r(

Li

9 We expect, then, that re 2 covers of the

circle.

10. What is PU ?

If you had trouble A4ith Item 10, complete Ii.dms 11 tS 14. If not, you

may'omit them. . .

2
15

2

15

1

11. All together, regions 1, 2; 4, 5, 6 .cover

A 1 1 1 1
'of the Circle.

- L6 + 5 + 6 + 6 + 6 = 91

12. There remains of the circle for region 3 .

3. Hence P(3) =

14. We might also think: The probabilities of all the

outcomes must add up to . Hence

+ P( 3) = 1
15

"(3).
-

Thinking again of the box with 3 white marbles, we ask: hat ;$ the'

probability of drawing a hack marble?
.

. The probability

(A] 1 A.

`CI 0

You cantt draw a :lack marble from this box. It seems

reasonable to say, therefore, that the' probability of

dra-,ing 11-tck marble is .' , 30 (C) Is correct. You'

can th' If you draw a marble from this box, replace it,

awain -- repeating many times -- you will get a blAck

..le 0 times.

1',

26'



Consideration of Item 15 leads us to make another agreement: an event

which cannot occur has probability 0 .

o

0

16. The probability that your birthday is, on February 31,

is

e
17. If youethrow an ordinary die, the probability of

getting 7 is

2-4. Outcomes of an Exper'ment
qe,

Let us suppose we have a spinner marked .as shown: -

BLUE

RED

GREEN

The red X , red Y , green Y , and blue X 'regions all have the same area.

The blue Y region has' area twice:that,Of the blue X .

blue Y

blue Y

. If You,spin,thislspinner, you are certain to get one

of the fbllowing:

'_red X , red Y , green Y , blue X , or

Not all are equally ikely. In fact, the most likely

of them is

Suppose you are playing a game with theSpinner above. You win if red

is spun, lose if green is spun, and tie if blue is, spun.

Is this a. fair game?'

[A] Yes (B) No

In this game you have an advantage, so [B] is correct.

Spinning red means spinning red X or red Y . Spinning

red X is as likely as green Y , since the red X and

green Y region'shave the same area. Spinning red Y is

17



also as likely as green Y . You would expect to win about

twice as many times as you would lase if you played this

game many times.

In analyzing complicated
situations it is useful to have some special

v4-
10.terd.SN.

Let us consider the spinner above. Spinning once is an. example of an

experiment. 17

Before we perform the experime..6, we can give a set of possnle outcomes,

or simple events, that can result: (red X , red Y , green Y , blue X ,blue Y) .

You may ask, "What if the spinner stops on a line?" True, this might

be listed as one possible outcome. We will always suppose, however, that if

the spina' r stops on a line we spin again unti.1this does not happen.

111"

When you perform the
experiment, using the rules set up for it, you are

certain to get exactly one outcome out of the set of possible outcomes.

tail

5,6

Here are other examples.

ti

Experiment: Toss a coin.

Possible outcomes: head, .

Experiment: Throw a die.

Possible outcomes: 1, 2, 3, 4

Let us suppose, now, that we have decided to use, as a set of possible

outcomes for the spinner, (red X , red Y , green Y , blue X , blue Y) . Suppose

we are interested, as in the game above, in the likelihood of spinning red.

Red is not one of our outcomes listed. We have red whenever we have either *

outcome red X or outcome red Y .

We shall speak of "red" in this case as an event. The event "red" occurs

whenever outcome red X or outcome red Y occurs. We thus identify the

event "red" with the set of outcomes (red X , red Y) .

blue Y, 2

(red X ,blue X

.
Similarly, the event "blue" is the set

(blue X , ) , which contains members.

The event X is (

iP2



event

1

3

8. Recall that an outcome is sometimes called e

simple . All other events are built up out

of simple events.

Look back once again at the spinner at the-beginning of this section.

The probabilities of the outcomes are:

9. P(red X) =

10. P(red Y) =

11. P(green Y) =

12. P(blue X) =

13. P(blue Y) =

Notice'that in this example the outcomes are not all equally likely.

g 1
, or 3

1 1 1 2+ 1 + , or

Let us find the probabilities of some events for the same

spinner.

14. P(red) = . N6te that event red is

(red X ,red Y) .

15. P(Y) = . Note that event Y is

(red Y ,green Y ,blue Y) .

As we see: An event is a set of outcomes. The probability of .an event

is the sum of the probabilities of the outcomes in it.

Whin we spin this spinner, we are certain to get a letter between W

and Z .

1

16. This is consistent with the fact that if we add the

probabilities of all the outcomes in the set

(red X, red Y , green Y , blue X , blue Y) we

get

You might ask: Suppose we are only interested in the color that we spin.

Canwe think of the set (red ,green ,blue) as a set of outcomes of the

experiment "spin this spinner"? We can, b,:cause on a spin we are sure to get

exactly one of them. On each spin, you get exactly one color.

19
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17. With the same spinner can you use (red , blue ,Y)

as a set of outcomes?

[A] Yes , [B] No

This set cannot be used. If'you spin red Y , you have

both red and Y . You should have answered 03] .

18. Can you ute (X,Y) as a set of outcomes for the

experiment of spinning the spinner?

[A) Yes [B] No

Since evcry spin gives either X or Y but not both,'

this is a poibible set of outcomes. [A] is correct.

In our examples, the sets of possible outcomes have had only a few

-rrumbers. We will slain see some more complidated situations in which there

-,
4 are-many possible outcomes. For some experiments, the set of outcomes is

. infinite. In this text we will consider only situations in which we can use

finite sets of outcomes.
-.f

2-5. Assigning Probabilities

;13f1-

As we have seen, we can analyze an experiment in the-fallowing way. We

choose a set of outcomes for the experiment.

.
Remember, the set of Outcomes must be such that the

one experiment is sure to result in exactly of them.

.
Each event is a set of outcomes.

The robability o4' 'n outcome is a real number between 0 and 1 We

have observed the following properties of the probabilities we have assigned.

1. Equally likely outcomes have equal probabilities.

2. If an event is certain, its probability is 1 .

Knowing the probability of each member of the set of outcomes, we can

find the probpbility of an event.

p.
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The probability of an event is the sum of the probabilities of the out-

" waves in it. .

O

2. The set of all outcomes is the event "something

happens". This event is

3. Its probability is

4. Consequently, the sum of the probabilities-of all the

members of the set of outcomes is

Here is an example of the way these ideas can be used.

From a regular deck of playing cards, one card is drawn.

What is the probability of drawing an ace?

(Assume the cards are well-shuffled, so that any card is

just as likely to be drawn as any other.)

5. If we regard drawing each card as a different outcome,

then the set ofoutcomes has members.

6. All the outcomes are equally likely. Hence their

probabilities are

7. The sum of the probabilities of the outcomes is

8. Hence each outcome has probability .

9. The event "ace" contains outcomes.
how many

10. Hence P(ace) =

There is no single simple'rule for deciding on the 'set of outcomes and

assigning probabilities to them:\ Practice and experience will help improve

your skill.

It is easy, AO sometimes very helpful, to think in terms of diagrams.

We can think of an experiment as represented by a set of dots. Each dot

stards for an outcome.

2131



Outcomes of an ExperiTent

Each dot represents a member of the set of outcomes.

An Event

;

. An event is a set of outcomes, as shown.

We assigned a,probability -- a measure of likelihood -- to each outcome:

Assigning Probabilities

When we assign probabilities
to .the outcomes, we are -- so to speak --

attaching a weight to each outcome.



SUM

.1 + .2 + .1 ,

or .4

(a,b,c)

.2 + .3 + .1 ,

or 1 - .4, or .6

11. The probability of an event is the of the

probabilities of the outcomes in the event.

a

b

ill

c

.1

Event E

In this diagram event E is the set (d,e,f) . The .

probability of each outcome is shown.

12. P(E) . .

What is the probability that event E will not occur?

13. The event, in this case, is (a, ) .

14. Its probability is .

Suppose that for a certain experiment the probabilities

of some of the 8 outcomes are known. They are shown

in the diagram

23
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O

.2

.1 16.

If P(E)i= .3

P(h) =

, then we may be sure that

Ng) . [Hint: What is.theIn this case,

,.1 + .2 + .1 ,

or .4

2-6. Exercises

of the probabilities of the outcomes?]

For the diagram used in Items 15 and 16, ,(a,b,f) is a

subset of the set of outcomes, and so it is an event.

17. The probability of this event is

1$. The empty set -- sometimes written 0 -- is a

subset of the set of outcomes. Hence it can be
,

regarded as an event. The probability of this event

Is:

[A] 0

[B] You can't tell

The event cannot occur. Hence its probability is 0 .

We can think: There are no outcomes in the event; hence

the sum of the weights is 0 .

[A] is the correct response.

(Answers on page 126.)

1. Two black marbles and one white marble are in a box. Without looking

"inside the box, you are to-take out one marble. Find the probability

that the marlle will be black.

2. For the box in Problem 1, find the prubability that the marble drawn

will be white.

3. Suppose you toss an hones 2 in > times.

(a) Are you likely ) get a lead each timP?

(b) What is the th.,t he -Din Will show a tail on the tenth

toss?

(c) Does the out-ome of tle ftrsf 9 tosses have an,; effect on the

outcome o: tent, )ss?
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4, there are 25 students in a class, of whom 10 are girls and 15 are

sYr1Niblys. The teacher has written the name of each pupil on a separate card.

If the cards are shuffled and one is drawn, what is the probability that

the name written on the card is:

(a) the name of a boy?

(b) your name (assuming you are in the class)?

5. Suppose 'P box contains 48 marbles. Eight are black and 1;0 are white.

Find the probability that a marble picked without looking in the box will

be white.

. Using the box in Problem 5, considerkthAs-event: Nine marbles are taken

out simultaneously and all are black.

(a) Is7this event possible?

(b) What is the probability of this event?

7. A whole number from 1 to 30 (including 1 and 30) is selected at

random; that is, the selection is made so that one number is ,just as

likely to be chosen as any other. What is the probability that the

number selected will be a prime number?

8. Three hats are in a dark closet. Two belong to Mr. Smith.and the other

to his friend. Mr. Smith reaches in the closet and draws two hats.

What is the probability that he will pick his friend's hat and one of

his own?

9. Suppose you have five Cards: the ten, jack, queen, king, and ace of

hearts. you draw them, one at a times at random.

(a) What is-the probability that the first card you draw ib the ace?

(b) Assume that you draw the jack on the first draw, and put it aside.

What is the probability that the second card you draw is the ace?

(c) Are your answers for (a) and (b) the same? Why?

(d) After drawing the jack, and putting it aside, assume that the ,

second card you draw is the ten-.J PUt that aside also. What is

the probability that the third card you draw is the ace?

(e) What is true of the probabilities in (a), (b), and (c).

25
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Chapter 3

COUNTING OUTCNES

-1. Experiments: Tossing One and Two Coins

%TOss_:a coin. Repeat until you have tossed 10 times. Record the

Avisiber of heads and tails. How many t'mes did you have heads? Record

46ii4esult on each throw.

'Toss 2 coins, a penny and a nick].. Again use 10 trials. How many tt

-,times did you have 0 heads? No heads? One head and 1 tail?

Would you expect the number of heads in 10 tosses of a single coin to

be greater then the number of "two-head" throws in 10 tosses of 2

coins? Explain why.

Theie experiments are discussed on page 121

3-2. Listing Outcomes: Tree Diagrams

In determining probability, we often have had occasion to list all of the

possible outcomes of an experiment.

For example, if we toss a single coin, there are exactly two possible

outcomes: heads, which we might designate by H, and tails, which might be

designated by T . If we toss two coins, wL have the four possible outcomes

shown in the following table:

First Second

Coin Coin

H H

H T

T H

T T

As the number of outcomes increases, keeping track of the possible out-

comes is more difficult. One.useful way of listing them is by means of a

"tree" diagram, as pictured below:

27
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'

Pirst Coin Second Coin

H

T

ip.H

T

1. How many possibilities are there for411&coin?

2. If 2 coins are tossed, then for each possibility of

the first coin There are possibilities for the

second coin,.

3. If the first coin falls heads, the second coin might

fall either heads or

4. The outcomes, which can be seen by reading from left to

right along the branches, are: HH, HT, ,

5. The number of outcomes is found by counting the ends of

the branches on the right. Thus, for tossing 2 coins

there are possible outcomes.

71' a third coin is added, he number of possibilities is doubled again,

-as is seen in this diagram:

Second Coin Third Coin

H
ob. T

8-H

H

T

28
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multiplied

6. For 2 coins, the totsl number of possible results is

dr.

7. For each possible result of 2 coliii<Iere are

branches for the third coin.

8. There are possibilities for 3 coins.

9. Thus the numbey of possibilities for 3 coins is

times the. number of possibilities for 2 coins,

10. and we expect the number of possibilities for 4 'coins

to be times the number of possibilities for,

coins.

11, Each time 1 more coia is added, the number of possible

outcomes is by 2.

Refer to the tree diagram fcr tossing j coins to help, you answer the

following:

8

4

r
15, or

7

1
g
1
g

12. If 3 coins are tossed, how many possible outcomes

are there?

13. Of these, which outcomes have exactly 2 heads?

HHT, HTH, and These outcomes are equally

likely.

14. If E is the event "exactly 2 heads", the probability

of E is . (Hint: There are 8 possible

outcomes, of which 3 are in the event.),

15. How many outcomes of tossing 3 coins have at least

2 heads?

16. If F is the event "at least 2 heads ", then.

P(F)

If : coins are tossed, the pr,bobility ;f:

17. exactly :ne head is

16. at least one head is

19. no heads is

20. three heads is

21k



We have found ihat, in co1n4tossing, each addition of a coin to the

experiment multiplies the number of outcumes by 2. Hence we can write the

following table:

Number of Coins
A

2

Humber of Outcomes

1

3

10

2

2 2

2 2

2 2 2

)C

2 2

2 2 2 ... 2,101

2

2 = 2
2

2 =

2 2

2

= 2n ,

=

23

=

2

4

= 8

24 = 16

2 = 210= 1024

where n is the

number of coins
n factors

If T is the total number of possibilities, and

n is the number of coins, then we can write

T = 2n .

You tossed'a coin 10 tim (Experiment 1, Section 3-1). The authors

also tossed a coin 10 times. ..nat is the probability that your record and

ours Match toss for toss?

Our result -- T H T H T T T 1 H H -- was one possible outcome of tossing

10 coins.

2
10

, or 1024

1
1

10 or
2 ' YEN

21. In all, there are equally likely outcomes

for the experiment of tossing a coin 1Q times.

22. The probability that you get exactly our result is the

prybability of one of these cutcomes. Thus the prob-

ability is . This is less than .001 .
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3-3. More About Tree Diagrams

We wil1think next of an experiment in w??Ich we have = possibilities

.
for the first step.

Suppose that we have a box containdg' marble:;: 1 red, 1 gi'een,

and 1 yellow. If one marble is picked at randcm, there are 3 possibilit es.

We shalt call them R, and Y, for red, green, and yellow.

If the marble is returned to the box, and again a marble is rclected.at

we have 3 possibilities for the second draw also. 7e outcomes of
t!'

the successionxf 2 draws can be described in terms of "z;lor on first draw

and color on second draw". They are shown in this tree diagram:

First draw Sec.-nd draw

R

Y

p -G

G

Y

t-.e firr.t draw tner e. ere possible utcomes.

po. -113.1.ity r th drew t":.ero are

p tlt Ill* 1.,. -7. the -

. tr I pli' utc me: fOr th 2 draws

Exercis-: '*.ag"" I r ira.; t-,;*

marbles, assur::.n.: e*; : r t I r t 1 n xt
t-

31
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. Second draw

I

0

lb.

k

Third draw

/
Cmpare- y,-r ,liagram with tb on,.? ..,n page 127 and mak,. any neocssary

cc'rrecti,_alcz.

32
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Use the tree diagram for picking a marble 3 times to help you answer

the following:

27

6

6 2

27, or

7

7
27

3 1
, or Ti

27 '
6

1

6,

6

36

63

216

6n

or

or

2

3
2

9

4. On draws, how many possible outcomes are there?

5. In how many outcomes is the red marble picked exactly

twice?

6. If E is the event "red exactly twice", then

P(E)

7. In how many outcomes is the green marble picked at

least twice?

8. If F is the event "green at least twice", then

P(F) = .

On 3 draw:,, the probability of:

9. event A, "all 3 the same color", is

10. event B, "two of one color, one of another", is

11. event C, "no two the,same color", is

:12. p(A) P(B) P(C)

No , 44.11 think about the number .f outcomes when,we throw dice.

A die is a cube and nes 6 faces. If one die is thrown

the number 'f possible outcomes is

14. If 4e throw two dice, the number of possible outcomes in

Item 1: is multipli-d by

Fcr two qlo,- thJ number of possible outcomes is

ID
16. For tire. dittf t numt.r outcomes is o or

17. If y- 1.t. 1 n numl,r -ut my_, would be

4 2
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T sn

Suppose we have an such that on a single toss there

are s possible outcomes.

18. If we toss two such objects, or if we toss the one

object twide, the number of possible outcomes is

multiplied by

19. For two objects, or for two tosses, we have s s,

or 50 possible outcomes,

20. Each added object of the sage sort, or each additional

toss of the single object, multiplies the number of

possible outcomes by

21. If T is the total number of possible outcomes, and

s is the number of possible outcomes for one object,

and n is the number of objects (or of trials of a ,

single object), then T =

Let us think of throwing two dice, one red and one green. A convenient

way to indicate the outcome " 5 on the red and 2 on the green" is "(5,2)".

In a similar way, we can express each outcote as a pair of numbers in which

the first is the number on the red die and the second is the number on the

green die.

Exercise: Complete the following table showing all of the possible

outcomes of rolling the two dice.

Green

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 (1,1) (1,2).

2 (2,1)

3 (3,5)

4 (4,3)
.

5 (5,6)

6 (6,2)

Compare your completed table with that shcw.n or. page 128 before ycu continue.
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Suppose that 2 dice are thrown. Refer to the table to

help you with the following:

22. The num'.er of possible outcomes is

23. All of the outcomes are ; likely.

24. If E is the event "the sum of the numbers is 6",

then the outcomes in E are

(1,5), (2,4), (3,3), ( ), ( )

25. The number of these outcomes is

26. Hence, P(E)

27. If F is the event "the sum of the numbers is 9",

then P(F) =

3-4. Tossing a Tetrahedron (optional)

(If you would like to examine another situation very similar to those

above, complete this section. If notr_omit it.)

On page 42 is a pattern for making a regular tetrahedron. Cut the

figure out of stiff paper (or cardboard), color each triangle as indicated,

fold on the dotted lines, and fasten the tabs with glue, paste, or scotch

tape.

When the tetrahedron is tossed into the air and allowed to fall freely,

we describe the uutcome by the color of the face on which the tetrahedron rests.

Suppose we make a tree diagram to show the number of possible outcomes

for 2 tosses in succession. If we designate red, green, yellow, and blue

by R, G, Y, and B, respectively, the diagram looks like this:

35
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First toss

G

Y

Second toss

G

R

Y

B

R

B

-G
y

1. On the first toss there are possible outcomes.

2. For each possibility on the first toss: there are

possibilities on the second toss.

3. The total number of possible outcomes of two tosses is

Make a tree diagram showing the possible outcomes for 3 tosses of

the tetrahedron. Compare it with that indicated on page 42 and make any

necessary corrections. Use it when you need help in answering the following

questions.

16

4. For a single toss of the tetrahedron there are

p,s:dble outcomes.

. On the second toss there ere possibilities or

each of the 14 possibilities of the first toss.

. For '-- tosses, the number of possible outcomes is

36
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7. Suppose we wish to find the number of outcomes for 3

tosses. TN. number of outcomes for 2 tosses must be

multiplied by

8. For 3 tosses, the number of outcomes is

9. For 4- tosses, the number of outcomes is

10. Fitir n tosses, the number of outcomes is

11. Oft 3 tosses, how many outcomes have 3 blues?

Assume now that the cutcomes of the toss of the tetrahedron are all

,,.:equally likely.

9

9

diogram:can he uscd t dnt utc..mes.

7 6

z

12. The probability of getting 3 blues on 3 tosses is

, or

If the tetrahedrcn is tossed 3 times, the probability of:

13. two green and 1 red is

14. two green and 1 not green is

15. twL of ohe ctlor and one of another is

3-5. Further

A die and a coin. P toz,-,, a die and a coih. Again a tree

2

1. F r th,_ die, we have possibilities.

F-r evd1 p1bi11ty f thy die, there are

n- ftiUti ftr the coin.

a
Draw the tree. C =pen- ,:t1 diagrnm bel.w.



1

T

H
2

T

H3.. _
T

0- H
4-....

--lb. T

6 -----4.- T

.. H

H

3. For tossing a die and a coin, there are possible

outcomes, all equally likely.

Of course, you might have drawn a different tree diagram in this case.

Your diagram might have been:

Coin

H

Die

1

e

3847

l

2

3

4

5

6

r
2,

3

4

5

6

i.



12 4. Again, this diagram shows possibilities fox:

the die and the coin.

Drawing without replacement. It us return t, the boc with one red

marble, one green marble, and one yellow marble. Again we pick a marble at

random. This time we do nct return it ' the box. We select another marble

from those remaining in the box.

The possible outcomes of this succession of two draws are shown in the

'diagram:

9

First Draw Second Draw

R y

er-R

G

e.G
Y R

5. Note that there Ore possible outcomes.

6. But if we had replaced the first marble drawn 3,fore

droving the second, then there would be

pc.: ibis utc nes.

Problem: The .7( ne_ family pLhnni: g n trip from Chicago Hawaii, via

Seattle. They g ly plan, , train, Luis Seattle, and by plane or

bo'at tc Harm_. In m,ny differ' nt day:, _an they :h_:,se tc., travel?

Th. ugh thl. n - pro,: lm In .hi -h prt-bnility is uLeci, a tree diagram

an be used t xpl :n t . I T' dingrrm r nu n with th- one below.

Chi g tf Srattl, I- Ha ... i i -

r i

Plr

Br- to

Plane

B-r t

P]rn

B -t



6 . There are ways in all.

3-6. Exercies (Answers on page 128 .)

1. If 3 honest coins are tossed, what is the probability that 3 heads

will show? Use the tree diagram which shcws the 8 possibilities for

3 coins.

2. If 3 honest coins are tossed, what is the probability that 2 heads

and 1 tail will show?

3. There, are 35 bricks, of which 5 are gold. What is the :hence that if

you Pick a brick at random you will pick a gold one?

4. A bowl cuntains 10 marbles, of which 5 are white, 3 are black,

and 2 are red. We will a;.sume that they are identical in size, hence

that each marble is equally likely to be picked if you reach into the

bowl and take one marble without looking.

(a) What is the probability that you will pi 1. a white marble in one

draw?

(b) Alsuming you pick a white marble the first time and do not. replace

it, whet is the probability that y,u will pick a black marble the

second time?

(c) Assuming you pick a white marble the first time and a black marble

the second time and do not replace them, what is the probability

that you will pick a red marble the third time?

5. The letters A, B, C, D, E, and F are printed on the faces cf a cube

(one on each face). We describe the outcome of a roll cf tae cube by

the letter on the top face.

(a) If one cube is rolled, how many poorible outcomes are then?

(b) If 2 cubes are rolled at the :.ame time, bcw many posniid( cutc.mes

are there?

(c) If'one cube is ndled, what is the -prIbability rf B

(d) What is the probability cf tw_ E'. .nen tv r.r r 11,0. at

the same time?

4 !)



6. A regular tetrahedron has one face marked A, one marked B, one

marked C, and one marked D. It is tossed

fall freely. We describe the outcome by the

(a) How many possible outcomes are there?

(b) Find the probability of *A

(c) How many possible outcomes are there if

tossed? What is the probability of one

(d) How many possible outcomes are there if

are tossed? What is the probability of

in the air and allowed to

letter on the bottom face.

two such tetrahedrons are

A and one B ?

three such tetrahedrons

two C's and one D ?

7. Add a fourth and a fifth line to th.; following table showing the pattern

involved in a count of the number of outcomes in tossing coins.

Number of
coins

1 1
1

(1H) (1T)

2
1 2 1

(2H) (1H,1T) (2T)

4

5

1 3 3 1

(3H) (2H,1T) (1H,2T) (3T)

8. Use the tubl in Problem 7 to find the

and 2 tails if 1: coins are t_ssed.

probability of getting 2 heads

9. Give the probnbilitis ,f each of the 6 po;:sible outcomes when 5 coins

are tossed. Is the sum of the probability eq al to 1 ?

10. if 5 cins are tcsned, what c. mbiantions of heads and tolls are most

likely to oc,:ur? Why? (Hint: S-e Pr blem 7.)

11. When 6 ceins ,ire t_..fd, what is tt

coin will show head.,?

robability that one and only one

12. A certain game is pl.yd wit:, a spinner as shovn -- and a die. Yu
:pin once and th' die nee. What is the probability

that y will -p.n red and then grt 6 on the die?

1i1
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abitimition

iani-of the situations we have studied as examples (using,coins, dice,

it ii possible to discuss the probability of certain events simply

:about the problem. We reason: If we have honest equipment, we

Chapter 4

ESTIMATING PROBABILITIES

nxeaehf*iektillin conclusions. about it.

-Consider two spinners, I and II .

I

1
2

If the pointer is balanced and if it is honestly spun, we

are willing to assert

1. for Spinner I, P(red)

2. for Spinner II, P(blue) =

Notice that we assign these probabilities without actually spinning the

pointer. We reason that, for Spinner I, the red and blue regions areequally

likely if the spinner is "honest". Our reasoning is correct. Whether or not

this reasoning applies to a particular spinner can only be decided by actually

experimenting many times. Suppose, after many trials, our results show approxi-

mately the same number of reds as blues. Then we are somewhat confident that

the spinner is fair and that our reasoning is correct.

You may very well raise some questions regarding the last paragraph. For

example:

(i) How many experiments should be made?

(b) What precisely is meant by "approximately the same number of

reds as 'blues "?

(c) How confident would we be?

43
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These questions are all related and can only be answered somewhat generally

here -- our degree of confidence increases as we conduct more experiments and

as the fraction of red comes closer to
1

2
.

Suppose that a friend tells you. that he has a spinner colored red and

blue. You are not able to see the spinner. Youn friend spins the pointer and

tells you the result of each Spin. After thirty spins, the record looks like

this:

19

11

30

30

RRBBR
BBRBR

BRRBR
RRBRR

RRPBR
RRBBR.

. There were spins resulting in the outcome

(how many)

reds and spins

(how many)

resulting in the outcome blue.

4. What fraction of the spins yielded red?

If the spinner is spun once again what is your guess as

to the probability of obtaining red?

Of course you cannot be sure that about of the spinner dial is

colored red, but it is a reasonable guess based on the evidence at hand.

The problem that we have been discussing -- knowing the result cf a

certain number of trials without knowing the exact design of the spinner

is illustrative of many real lip situations. We may cite many examples where

decisions are made on the basis of estiMated.probabilities. These estimates,
.

in turn, are based on past experience ("trials"). Here are two. such examples.

In a baseball game, Robinson comes in to pitch. The opposing

manager then orders Jones to bat for Smith. His decision is

based on the fact that Jones has had better success than Smith

(a)

(b)

against Robinson'in previous games. Regardless of the result,

the manager may well claim that he is "playing percentage

baseball'.

A doctor decides not to operate on Mr. A . His decision is

based on the fact that, in medical experience, a large per.;

centage of patients with Mr. A's symptoms have been cured

without recourse to expensive (end, perhaps, dangerpus) surgery.

cti



In a particular situation, the confidence that is placed in a decision

based on the results of previous trials depends Loth on the nature of the

results and on the number of trials.

6. For the spinner of Items 3 to 5, we are led to believe

(based on 30 trials) that red is likely
(more,less)

than blue.

7. If we were told that we would win a prize if we picked

the correct color on the next spin we would choose

Suppose that we have a record Of 3000 spills of the spinner

and,that record showg- 1900 red. .

8. A5 a result of examining,this recotd of 3600 trials,
4

we are confident (than cfter 30 ,.trials)
(more,less)

that the spinner favors'red.

Suppose the record of 3000 spins shows 1512 red.

C:239. The estimated probability of red is nowt

If, on the basis of this record, we wish to pick the correct

color of the next spin we would still.choose:red. However,

we no longer would, Le very confident that the spinner favors

red.

h-2. Examples

Example 1. Of man, t'ousands if manufactured articles of a certain type,

the company selectel sample Jf size 100 at random. These were carefully

tested and it wit- fount that 19 of ttliarticles met the desired standard.

What is the prot,tilit,tL.:t is rticle&male Ly this process is up to standard?
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ta-

112.

100
, or

1. Q of the samples tried were satisfactory.
100 ,

2. One could expect about percent of all of the

articles, manufactured by this process to be up to

standard.

3. The probability that a given article madety this

process will be satisfactory could be said to be

We could get
more information by testing every article produced. Usually

.this is not feasible because of the time and expense involved. Sometimes it

is nor. even possible. (An electric fuse may be designed to "blow" when sub-
*

. jected to a 20 ampere current. If the manufacturer tested every fuse pro-

duced, then ...?)

Example 2. ,A random sample of 500 patients with a certain disease were

treated with a new drug. Of these, 380 were helped.

76
500 °r

-

4.' What is the estimated probability that a given person

with this disease will be helped by the new drug?

. It is sOtetimes convenient to express probabilities fin

deciMal form., For this example,

0.76 P(patient is helped) = O.

. If 4000 patients were treated with the new drug,

about how many would you expect to be helped?

3040

1.75 )c )4000)

Example 2. In baseball.a player's batting average is computed by dividing

his number of hits by his official times at bat. The average thus reflects

the,player's previous performan&e.

72

7. After 240N.times at bat, a player has a batting

average of .300 . He has made hits.



9-,

8. Wh the estimated probability that he will get a

hit on his net time at bat?

9. If this player comes to bat 180 pore times during

- the season, we estimate that he will get about

more hits.
how many .

An-Experiment

Obtain a nei/ rivet. (A rivet may be purchased at a hardware store. We

used a size 9
1

copper rivet. A tack or a flat - headed screw will serve

equally well.) Think about tossing the rivet 50 times.

(a) JUst by looking at the rivet guess how many times it will fall

"up", like this: 1. , and how many times it will fall

'!alun", like this:

Toss the rivet onto a flat surface and record the result. Perform

50 trials of this experiment.
As

(b) On 50 tosses, how many times did you get "up"?

(c) Does this result fit with your guess?

(d) What .s the probability of getting :up" on the oss of a rivet?

See the discussion of this experiment on page 122 .

4-4. Exercises (Answers on page 130 .)

1. A teacher has taught eighth grade mathematics to 1600 students during

the past 10 Years. In tr.is period he has given A's to 152' students.

(a) Based on these lata, what is the pro:-,ability that a student selectea

at random will receive an A in this teacher's class?

(b) If this teacher will teach 2000 students in eighth grade mathe-

matics during the next 12 years, about how many A's do you

expect the teacher to give?

2. The batting average of a baseball player is 0.333 What is the prob-

ability that the ; man will make a lilt the next time he is at bat?
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3. The record of a weather ation shows that ij the past 120 days its

weather prediction of- rain or no rain has teen correct 89 times. Use

this information to state the orouabilit, that its prediction for

tomorrow will te

4: Car insurance rates are .suall;; :tgher iJr male tr;vers under the age of

25, Explain how dnta :n accidents :ust_fy

5. Life insurance and lIfe annl,...t, rates are t%sel 2N tables of mortality.

.A table of mortalit, includes statistical lata on 100,000 people who

were alivp at age is). -i.e folly.7inr are ten lines from the Actuaries

Table of Mortality.

Numt:er

Numter nex.

Age living :ear

10 100,000 676

12 98,6q0 67:

13 972975. 671

14 97230 671

21 92,58B

Ace.

Number
living

Number dying
during next,

:ear

78,65? 815

O 692`.:17 1,108 ,

60 5,973 1,698

70 35,337 2,327

29 1 1

Acoording tr.e tatle, f :.e 100,000 ,.1.11 not te alive at 11

years ,f age. At a,..e 1.; , tFe ,rigInal 100,000 are alive,

hit 671 f "ese persnns :le witn one .ear.

(a) How many cf the original 100,000 were alive at the age of 50

(b) How many were alive at the age cf LOC ?

In Protlems t.r-)_.c.. 1, .60 e A:%uarie, Taile of Mor'.ality given in

Problem t. Fini ans..ers t. -.e,rest ').01 .

6. (a) W:at :s e Fr!,:a::1:', a% n persn 's 1: ;ears of age will

re a' ''e ,f 21 ?

:s ,he pr_;:az:lit, at a person :s 13 ;ears of alw will

le 9. e f 7 ?

7. (I) vi-14 w,L1 elrs t?

(:) le f -'911' : 7.1 , ;0 lf it ac-tually

were u '2' peple, 9' tLer ltr!

keepin- 9' ee. ' r .,,r ? ?

P . , r 9. . e ; '7. f le



8, (a) What is the probability that a boy who is 10 years of age will

live'to the age of 99 ?

(b) What is the probability that a man who is 40 years of age will

live to the age of 50 ?

9. One kind of life insurance policy guarantees to pay $1000 to a widow if

her husband dies within the next ten years. Would such a policy be most

expensive for a map aged 40 , 50 , or 60 ? Why?

10. Consider the following events:

Event A. It rains on Friday the thirteenth.

Event B. The sun shines all day on Friday the thirteenth.

The following table shows the weather on 20 Fridays the thirteenth.

Using the data from the table below, find the probabilities for the events A

and B . ,Based on the information in the table, which is more likely to

occur over a great number of Fridays the thirteenth, A or B ? Note

that it is possible that neither event occurs.

Weather on 20 Fridays the Thirteenth

1. Heavy rain 11. Cloudy', no rain

2. Light rain 12. Partly cloudy

3. Sunny 13. Cloudy with some showers

4. 'Sunny 14. Showers

5. Sunny 15. Sunny

6. Scattered showers 16. Sunny

7. Showers 17. Hot and sunny

8. Sunny 18. Sunny

9. Sunny 11. Cloudy with some.showers

10. Sunny 20. Sunny

11. Look up ;our recoru ,f 100 throws of a die. Based on this sample, what

is your estimated probability of obtaining each of the faces?

12. Again referring tJ tLe 100 throws: consinering them as twenty sets of

five throws each, whet is your estimate of the probability of "three of

a kind" in fLve throws? of "four -)f a kind"? "five of a kind"?
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'Chapter 5

THE PROBABILITY OF A OR B

. Union and Intel-Section of Two Sets

In this section we will use an example to illustrate some ideas about

sets which should be familiar to you.

Suppose that a class consists of four boys Arthur, Bob, Carl, and

1Dan -:- and three girls -- Elsie, Flora, and Grace. Three members of the

elasd -- Bob, Den, and Flora -- are in the band.

Before the band concert the teacher says, "Some of you are needed in the

gym to help get ready for the concert. Go if you are a boy of if you are in

the band." How many members of the class go to the gym? Think about the

answer; then read on.

- L r 4*.

OA

2

1. If you write the names of all the boys and then write

the names of

or , names

all the band members you

in all.

There are 4

write 4 +

boys.

Arthur

Bob

Carl

Dan:,

Bob

Dan There are 3 band members.

Flora

Everyone whose name is on this list goes to the gym.

However, on-this list some names appear twice, because

some members rof the class are both boys and band,members.

2. In fact, names are listed twice. If we
(how many)

cross each of them out once, then our list will have

no duplicates:

51
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Arthur
Bob

Carl
Dan

-Bab

i3ent

Flora

It + 3 - 2 membersof the class go
to the gym.

Notice tY1st this example illustrates the use of "or" to mean "either

one, or the other, or both": This is the usual meaning of "or" in mathe-

matics.

Suppose A i the set of boys in the class:

A = (Arthur, Bob, Carl, Dan)

Suppose B l's the set of band members:

B = (Bob, Dan, Flora) .

Then the set of class members who go to the gym can be written as AU B .

3. A0 B = (Arthur, Bob, Carl, )

AU B is the set of class members who are boys
1; who are in the band.

"AU B" is often read "A union B" . It may also be read .HA or B" .

Notice that the names crossed cut in Item 2 above are the names of class

members who belong both to A and to 3 . These class members are members

.of the set An B -- the intersection of A and B . Its members are in both

A and B .

You may ,read "A 11 B" as interSect B" or as "A and B" , as you

prefer.

. An B =

An B is
. The number of elements in

If we add the number of elements ( 4) in A to the
number of elements ( 3) in B , and then subtract the
number of elements (2) in A fl B , we have 4 + 2p,

, . This is the number of elements in AU B .

52
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It is easy to picture the sets in this example by means of a diagram.

Grace

Elsie

In this drawing, set A . (Artlur, Bob, Carl, Dan) ,\and set B

(Bob, Dan, Flora) . are represented by regions (:2)
Set Au B is represented by the entire region C:D
Set Af1B is represented by the region

common to the A and B regions.

(A diagram of this sort is c'all'ed a Venn-diagram.)

5-2' Event Au B ; Event A fl B

4s we have oeen, -in event is a set of outcomes.

1. T1,e probability of an event A is the

ies of th4'.putcomes in A . .

of the

Consider aggin 4he :1,inner shown in Section

Blue
Red

Green

Supr,se-you play, wit:. '11!: :Tinner, game where you get 1 point for red

or I . "de will alway: "or". In such cases, in the sense "either red,

5

[

. , , .. t,, :ee that your probability of getting

1 ,i)...t.i- .

.+;
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.

,Thinking a little more about this easy situation helps us understand an

important general idea. We haVe an experiment for which we may choose, as

set of outcomes,

red Y

red Y

"or

blue Y

and

(red Y)

(red X , red Y , green Y , blue X , blue Y) .

Let' A stand for the event "red".

3. A = (red X , ).

Let B stand for the event "Y" .

4. B = ( , blue Y , green Y1 .

5. Then A U B is the event "red

6 . A U B= (red X , red Y,

Y" .

,gregn Y) .

7. Also, Aft B is' the event "red Y" .

. A n B

An approPriate diagram is the following.

Let us think of throwing two dice, one red and one green. As we have

seen, it is sometimes convenient to indicate the outcomes by ordered pairs.

Thus "5 on thv red

36 equally likely

(1+,2),(5,1)

and 2 on the green" is indicated (5,2) . There are

outcomes. (See Sc tion 3-3 if you have forgotten.)

9. If

then

A is the event "the sum of the numbers is 6",

A = ((1,5),(2,),(3,3),( )z( ))

6 10. If

then

B is the event "the sum of the numbers is 7",

F has members. (List the outcome

in

(how many)

F if you werentt sure.)

11. )n single throw of tl.o dice, can you get a sum of

No loth 6 and 7 ?

) 6 2



,.0 ; empty

12. AFB tontsins members. It is the
(how many)

set.

We could write A nB = 0 .

In this example, A and B cannot both occur a throw.

Two A and B are said to be mutually exclusive (or disjoint) if

the occurrence of either exclules that of the other -- they cannot both occur.

jr, other words, A and B are mutually exclusive if A nB is the empty set.

For example, on a throw of ty..) lice, a sum of 6 und a sum of 7 are mutually

exclusive.

is:

I? events A and E are mutually exclusive, then an appropriate diagram

If A and B are mutually exclusive, the A and B regions'in the

diagram do not overlap.

the empty set,
or 0

are

are not

are

1?. A and B are mutually exclusive if A n B is

11.. If a single card is drawn from a deck of cards,

drawing an ace and drawing a, jack
(are, are not)

mutually exclusive events.

Drawing an ,ace and drawing a spade

(are, are not)
nutuall: exclusive events. (Both can occur on a

single draw -- you can draw the ace of spades.)

T o soinc are tossed. Consider the events "ore head

'ind -me :to heads". These events
(are, are not)

63
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is

is

is not

subset

36

is

17. Suppose events A ,B are mutually exclusive, What is

p(t.n13) ?

(Al o (13] YOu can't tell A.

AnB is the empty set, since both events cannot occur at

once. Hence, P(Af1B) = 0 . [A] is the correct response.
aa

Again consider.throwing two dice. Let E be the'event

"the sum Is eyed'. Let F be the event "the sum is

divisible by 4" .

18. The throw (3,5) -- 3 on the first die and 5 on

3 + 5 = 8). , andthe second is in E (since

also lo F .

Tis, is not

19. The throw (1,5) in E and

-071717'101-4
in F .

(is, is not)

Every member of F is also a member of E , since every

nuMber divisible by 4 is also divisible by 2 .

20. Hence F is a of E .

A stitable diagram in this case is showri below.

4,`

21. In'this diagram, there are dots, because

(how many)

for the throw of two dice there are 36 outcomes.

22. There are 9 outcomes for the event "sum divisible

by 4" . For example (2,6) in F .

lis, is not).
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E

23. There are 9 outcomes which are in E but not in F .

For example, (2,4) is in E , but (2,4)

in F .

(is, is not)

24. If F is a subset of E , then EflF =

(Al E

(111 F

(C1 You can=t tell.

If F is a subset of E , then every member of F is in

E . In this case EfIF =F , so (B1 is the correct

response. If you had trouble, look again at Items 18 to

23. In the example discussed there, F is a subset of E .

25. If F is a subset of E , then EUF =

5-3. Probability of A U B

We have found the probabilities of

Sometimes, however, we have a situation

to do this. Sometimes we know only the

this knowledge it is sometimes possible

In this section, you will learn about a

Consider again the spinner used in

A is the event "red".

B is the event "Y" .

1

3
2

3
5

Tit

certain events by counting outcomes.

for which it is difficult or impossible

probabilities of certain events. From

to find out about other probabilitir.,_,/-

formula for P(AUB) .

Section 5-2.

Blue

Let us write the probabilities for these events.

1. P(A) =

F(B) =

? P(U

p(An
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It is easy to verify that these probabilities satisfy the following

equation: .

el

P( A U B) = P(A) + P ( B) - P(A U B)

Look at the situation
described in Section 5 -1. In it,

there were 7 students. In the symbols used there,

A is the set of boys:

A = (Arthur,Bob,Carl,Dan) .

B is the set of band members:

B = (Bob,Dan,Fora)

The set of students who go to the gym is AUB .

Consider a student whose name is selected at random from

the list of students in the class.

The probability that
the student is a boy is P(A)

5. p(A) =

6. P(B)

7. P(AnB) =

8. P(AuB)

Notice that
4 4..3 2 5

7 7 7 7

Once again, it is true that:

P(AuB) = P(A),+ P(B) - P(AnB) .

For this very simple example, the probabilities can be found easily by

counting. Let us look at a situation in which we cannot count outcomes. In

these cases the equation is very useful.

Suppose, for example, that a principal says:

"2 of the students in my school are boys.
10

of them are boys

5

who play in the band. In all,
0

.
of the students in the school

2

play in the band."
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do not

do not

9: We
(do, do not)

school.

know how many students attend the

10. Hence, we know the number of possible
(do, do not)

outcomes of the experiment "select a student at

random". (Remember, "select at random" here means

"select in such a way that all students are equally

likely to be selected".)

However, we can consider probabilities of,events associated with this

experiment.

Suppose we ask: What is the probability, if a name is chosen at random,

that it is the name or either a boy or a band member?

P(An B)

5

20
1
10

11. If A is the event "name y", and B- is the

event "name of a band member", then we are looking 7.

for P( ).

12. We know: P(A) = ;

P(B) = ;

P(A n B) =

. P(AnB) is the probability that the name belongs to a

and student who is a boy who is in the band.

14. In this case, can we use the formula

P(AU B) = P(A) + P(B) - P(All B)

to find P(AU B) ?

(A) Yes (B] You can't be sure

Though we don't know the numbers of outcomes involved, wk,

can use the formula. P(A) is the sum of the probabilities

of the outcomes in A . P(B) is the sum of the prob-

abilities of the outcomes in B . If we add P(A) and

P(B) , we have added these, but some probabilities are

added twice. In fact, each outcome in AIIB is entered

twice. If we subtract P.A11B) , we have left exactly the

c6 7
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sum of the probabilities of the outcomes in P(AUB) .

Hence, we can use the formula

P(AU B) P(A) + P(B) - P(A B) .

[A] is the correct response.

In the prebeding example, we asked the probability that, if

a name of'a student is chosen at random, it is the name of

either a boy or a band member.

15. Using the results in Item 12, we b2ve

P(AU = Use Item 14.]

We worked through the preceding example very carefully. The reasoning

used there can be applied to any situation. It is always true that if A

and B .are any events,

P(AuB) = P(A) + P(B) - P(AnB) .

The reasoning is suggested by the diagram below. Event A is a set of

outcomes; event B another set of Outcomes. (The weights hanging on the

dots remind us that a probability has been assigned to each outcome. We do
)

not need to know what numbers belong on the weights to follow the reasoning.)

P(B)

16. Recall that P(A) is the sum of the probabilites of

the outr. mes in A . Similarly P( ) is the sum of

the probabilities in B .
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If we add the probabilities of the outcomes in

the probabilities of the outcomes in

in

and .1

, we have added those

twice. 'By subtracting P(A (1 B) from P(A) + P(B) , we get

exactly the sum of the probabilities in AU B . But this sum is P(AuB) .

Note that our reasoning is exactly like that used in Section 5-1, Items 1, 2.

or

(2,425,6)

P(A) P(B)

P(An B)

Experiment:

Throw a die.

Let A be the event "a number greater t1nn 3" .

Let B be the'event an even number".

this case we can compute directly, by cou,.ing equally

likely outcomes:

17. P(A)

18. P(B) =

19. P(An . (Note: AnB = (4,6))

20. P(AU B) =

21. P(AU B) is the probability of throwing an even number

a number greater than 3 .

22. AU B = ( )

23. We can verify easily that again:

P(AU B) = P(A) +

5-4: Probability of (Au B) for Mutually Exclusive Events

1. In Section 5-3, we saw: If A ,B are any events, then

P(A n B) P(AU B) = P(A) 4- P(B) - P( )

2. It is easy to use this result to find F(AU B) if we

'P(An B) ,know P(A) P(B) , and P( )

6 9



In some cases, we know P(A B) at once.

'!

exclusive

0

6 11

Again, we throw 2 dice. Let A be the event "the sum is

6" . Let B be the event "the sum is 7" . We will find

the probability of throwing 6 or 7 .

3. .P(A) =

. P(B) =

(See Items 9, 10, Section,5-2, if you weren't sure.)

. In this case events A and B are mutually

. P( A n B) =

. Hence,' PcikiJ

Of course, you might have found P(AU-B) by simply counting outcomes.

This example illustrates a generai rule. If A and B are mutually

exclusive events, then

empty

are

P(AUB) = P(A)

8. If An B is the set, then

P(AU 3) = .72:A) 4- P(B) .

9. Drawing a jack and dr:awing an ace from a regular deck

of cards mutually exclusive events.
,

(are, are not)

4 1

or :-.7- 1"). PC'ack) = . !There are .'> 'Aqually° likely

.._

oes, and !. af tl.en are in T.I.e event "jack".i

h 1
.

1,4,,,)

.1.- .
or .-

es) 0
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1. Suppose you wish to find the .o1:11-1ility of getting

at least one head when two coins are tossed. E%emine

he following reasoning and decide whether it is

,:orre-t. :1..):1111ity 3f getting head on the first

. 1 The ittalility 3f getting L il on the

-oin :,-: . getting head

n :ne r :.e -tner is 777. 4- 7 ." This reasoning is

[B' 7ncorr,,t

If this re,:spning *ere correct, we would conclude that the

1.rota'sility of gettipr %7 leas- one head is 1 . This is

Inco,-,,-4, so 13.1 is the response you should ha7e

chozen. The error in the reasoning comes from the fact that

head on the first coin and head on the second coin are not

mutually exclve event:.

PfhP-3 .)r. first or head on second) =

P"head on first) 4. P(head on second)
1 1 1

heads on loth, = 7 1-; = E

The proLaLilit, of 'hro%in7 t 6 with two lice 7, . If you

throw two dice, :atty ,f throwing 64? Tink about this

befor c. you or..

1.

mutuall:'

0

717

n

-: r 1:::erent n

t:.e sum

.1 1 -hk-

Li

( 1 -

1



You may have arrived at this result by a different kind of reasoning.

You may have thought:

36 418. Wheri you throw dice, there are a all

'

1

-37

likely outcomes. Each outcome has probabi- l ty

5 19. outcomes are in the event "sum 6" . -The .

prftability of this event is

31 20. The remaining outcomes -- in all -- are in the

event "sum not 6" , so the probability of this event

is
fie

If./
This example illustrates a general result which is very useful.

P(A) is the probability of event A , then the probability that A does

not occur is

1 - P(A) .

A diagram makes the reason clear.

outcomes

1

A

O
nth

I-I

21. Event A' is a set of

The putcomes not in A (outside A in the diagram) are

those outcomes which result when event A does not occur.

(This set is sometimes called the complement of A . Some-

times we call this set event not-A.)

22. Recall that the sum of the probabilities of all the

on'-mnes is

a ill, oo, trat tne sun of the probabilities of the

P(A) r1`^meS in A is r( )
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-24. Then it is clear that the sum of the probabilities of

the outcomes outside A is

25. 1 - P(A5 is the probability that eA

occur.
713;s, does not)

Notice that the event A and the event not-A are always mutually
.e

exclusive. No outcome is in both.

.7

.55

.983

26. If a batter=s probability of getting a hit is .3 ,

then his probability of not getting a hit is .

27. If the probability that a student passes a test is

.45 . then the probability he fails is

28. If the-probability that a certain manufactured article

is defective is .017 , then the probability that it

is not defective is

Ten coins are tossed. What is the probability that at least one shows

head?

210

2

1

10 '
or 7,54

29. You recall (Section 3- 2) that there are , out-

comes for this experiment.

30. Only one -- all tails -- fails to show at least one

head. Thus the probability that there are no heads

is

31. The probability of at least one head is consequently

1 - , or ,

We have seen in the chapter that it is easy to compute P(AuB) if you

know P(A), P(B), and P(Ar1B) . Suppose we know P(A) and P(B) . If A

and B are mutually exclusive, then P(Ar1B) = 0 . What if A and B are

not mutually exclusive? Can we still find P(AA1B) from P(A) and P(B) ? ,

The answer is - sometimes. ,;e will learn more about P(ArlB) in Chapters 6

and 7.
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(Answers on p. 131 .)

1. ,Which of the following pairs of events are mutually exclusive?

(a) In tossing a coin: throwing heads; throwing tails.

(b) In throwing a die: throwing an odd number; throwing a 3 .

(c,t) In throwing a die: throwing a 6 ; throwing a 3 .

2. During the past 10 years, a teacher of eighth-grade mathematics has

taught 16CC students. In 'this period, he has given A as a final

grade to 132 students, and B as a final grade to 508 students.,

Based on these data, what is the probability that a student selected

at random will receive either an 'A or a B ?

3. Consider a game in which you get 1 point for throwing a number which

is even or greater than 3 .

(a) Arethe events "number is even" and,"number is greater than 3"

mu ally exclusive?

(b) What is the probability that on any toss of the die you get a point?

-4. In a bag there are 4 red, 3 white, and 2 blue marbles,. One marble

is picked at random.

(a) What is the probability of picking a red mar e?

(b) What is the probability of picking a white marble?

(c) What is the probability of picking either a re or a white marble?

(a) What is the probability that the marble picked is neither red nor

white?

5. In a neighborhood pet show there are 10 dogs, 8 cats, 3 canarie

and 6 rabbits. Each pet is owned by a different eroon. A prize is

to be awarded by drawing at random the name o Jn o from the se of

entry blanks.

(a) What is the probability that the winner wi 411114.!..ther a .og or a

cat? - .-

(b) What is the probability that the winner will pot be the owner of one

cirthe four-legged pets in the show?
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6. The dial of a spinier is 2 red,

E1

1
blue, E yellow, and ;. black.

The pointer is spun once.

(a) What is the probability that it stops on either red or blue?

(b) What is the probability,taat it stops on -4 er yellow or blue?

7. The gum machine has just been filled with 100 bells of gum of assorted

colors; there are 25 red, 15,0black, and 1,1° each of yellow, green,

and white. The balls are mixed throughly so that the chance of getting

any one ball is as good as any other. If you buy one ball from the

machine, what is the probability that you get:

(a) a red?

(b) a ye:low?

(c) either a black or a green?

8. There are 3 boys and 2 girls in a grouti. Two of them are chosen at

random to buy refreshments for a party.

(a) In how many ways can the choice be made?

(b) How many of the pairs consist of two boys?

(c) How any pairs consist of two girls?

.(d) How many pairs consist of one boy and one girl?

(e) What is the probability that two boys are selected?

(f) What is the probability that a boy and a girl are picked?

(g) What is the probability that at least one boy is selected?

9. Eight girls are to help with refreshments at a party. Seven of them are

chosen at random to bake cookies. The remaining girl, plus four others

chosen at random from the cookie-bakers, are to make punch. -

(a) How many girls will bake cookies only?

1(b) How many will make punch only?

(c) How many will do both?

(d) If Mary is one of$the eight girls, ,,hat is the 'probability that she

both bakes cookies and makes punch?
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10. At a, certain boyst camp there are 22 boys. All except 6 of them swim
.

at least once a.day. Nine boys swim in the morning, 11 swim in the

afternoon, and no one swims at night.

(a) If X is the set of boys who swim in the morning and Y is the

set of boys who swim in the afternoon, XUY is the set of those

boys who swim every day. How many members does XUY contain?

(b) X 11Y is the set of boys who swim twice a day. How many members

has XI1Y ?

(c) Then how many boys swim only in the morning? How many only in the

afternoon? 4 .

(d) If the name of one camper is picked at randoM, what is the prob-

N ability°that the name drawn is that of a boy who swims at least

once a day.

0

t , .

II

/
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Chapter 6

P(A r1B) , THE PROBABILITY OF A AND B

6-1. Experiments

1. In a previous experiment we used a box containing a red, a green, and a

ellow marble. We shall use the same equipment for the following

experiment.

Draw a marble. Replace it. Draw a second marble. Record the

colors of the two marbles drawn. (For example, if the first is red

and the second is yellow, record HY.)
tv

Repeat the steps above until you have recorded 20 pairs of colors.

How many times was the second color red? green? yellow? What

did you expect?

2. Suppose, in the experiment above, that you had not replaced the marble

beiore the second draw. You are -still to record the color of the two

marbles drawn. Would, you still expect to get the same sort of results

as before? Decide on your answer first; then try the experiment until

you have recorded 20 ,pairs, and see what your results are.

Were your results consistent with your guess? 'Is,there any reason

to believe that one color is more likely than another?'

3. Frr the first of the experiments above, make a guess as to the probability

of drawing red on both draws. What is the probability of drawing red

on both draws in the second experiment?

Read the discussion of both experiments on page 122 .

6-2. ;Probability of AFB: Some Examples

In the first experiment, we had three marbles in a jar: one red, one

green, and one yellow. We drew one marble, put it back, and drew a second

marble.

Now we are interested in "color of first marble end color of second

marble". The following tree diagram shows all the possible outcomes:

It 1
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YR, YG, YY

RG, RY
. .

2 1

9 ' 3

First draw

R

G

Y

Second draw

R

G

Y

R

G

Y

1. The possible-outcomes are RR, RG, RY, GR, GG, GY,

, _,,_, and . Th y are equally likely.

t

2. Theoutcomes in the event E : "red on the first

drawl), are RR .

0
3. P(E) ,. or

IOf course, there is another, and easier, way to fin\\ P(E) . If we want

to find the probability of red on the first draw, we can k rget all about the

second draw.

G; Y

1

3

. We can think of E as the event "drawin a red" in

the sitpler experiment of merely drawing one marble

from the box. For this experiment, the possit

outcomes are R and .

We are not surprised to get the same numter for P(E) in Item 5 as we

got in Item 3.

9

\

Similarly, if F is the event "yellow on the second draw",

we can compete P(F) in either of two ways.

o. We can think of u11

free diagim.'

(how many)

outcomes snown in the

70 7 8 I
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3

3

7. We can think: We get "yellow on the second draw" in

out of 9 outcomes.

(how many)

8. Hence 2(F) or,

We can also think: The possible outcomes of the second

draw are R, G, and Y and all are equally likely.

q. Hence, at once,

P(F) =

ti

Loolt back at Item 1, where we listed the possible outcomes for drawing

a marble, replacing _t, and drawing another. Suppose we wish to find the

probability of the event "red on the first draw and yellow on the second draw".

RY

10. The only outcome which is in both the events "red on

the first draw" and "yellow on the second-draw", is

11. P(red on first and yellow on second) =

12. Notice that in this case P(EfiF) P(E) P(F) .

Another similar example will help you to see a pattern emerging.

Let us toss a penny, and then spina pointer on a dial divided into four

equal spaces marked *1, 2, 3, and h.

./

Suppose that A is the event "heads on the penny".

Let P be the event "spinner stops on 4".

Then P(A) =

14. FIB)

1'. The that both A and B occur is

16. in, observe: P(AflB) P(A) P(B) .
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If you had trouble with Items 13 - 16, or if you were not sure, continue

with Item 17. If you did not have troub3e, you may omit Items 17 - 24.

8

H2, H3, H4

4 1
, or

2 1
$, or

4

A tree diagram showing the possible outcomes is:

17. From the tree diagram we see that the number of

possible outcomes is

18. A is the event "heads on the penny". One outcome

in A is "Hl"; list the other outcomes in A .

19. P(A) =

20. B is the event "spinner stops on 4". Then B

includes two outcomes, H4 and

21. P(B) =

22. Since A = (H1,H2,H3,H43 (Item 18)

B = (H4,T4) ,

we see: The only outcome in An B is

23. The probability that both A and B _occur is

24. We can use the results of Items 19, 21, 22 to check:

P(Af1B) P(A) P(B) .

(=,

As we have seen, it sometimes happens that

P(ArIB) = P(A) P(B) .

But does this result always hold?
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Let us return to.the second experiment in Section 6-1. In it, we drew

a marble but we did not replace it before drawing a second marble.

In this case, what did you expect? Before you go on, think! Is the

probability of the event "red on the first and yellow on the second" the same

as in the first experiment? Is the :et of equally likely Jutcomes the same

for both experiments ?'

Read on, to verify your reasoning.

GR, GY, YR

RY

RG; RY

2 1
;. , or

RY; GY

2 1
, or 5

1

9

This time, the tree)diagram showing the possible outcomes

is:

R

G

Y--

G

R
y

25. The possible outcomes are RG, RY, ___, and

YG. All are equally likely.

26. The only outcome in the event "red on the first draw

and yellow on the second draw" is

27. The probability of.red on the first draw and yellow

on the second is That is, P(Sr1T) =

28. If S is the event "red on thb first draw", the out-

comes in S are and /

29. P(S)

30. The outcomes in the event T "yellow on the second

draw", are and

31. P(T) =

P(S) P(T) =

1,
33. p(snT) P(s) p(T) . (Recall that r(SnT) = 6.1

Cr, )

This time the probniility of red on the first draw and yellow on the

second--P(SnT)--is a number different from the product P(S) .P(T) .
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6-3. Independent Events4 Some Preliminary Ideas

In each experiment in Section 6-1 we were concerned with drawing two

marbles from a box.

On the first experiment we replaced the first.marble,before drawing the

second, In this case, it seems natural to'say that the two draws are indepen-

.
'.dent.: If we know, for example, that the result of the first draw was red,

this knowledge does not affect the probabilities we assign to the possible

second draws.

In the second experiment, in which the first marble was not put back, we

recognize that khowing what happened On the first draw has a bearing on the

probabilities assigned to the second draw. In this case the two draws are.

not independent.

We will find that a precise definition of independent events is a little

more complicated than this simple example would stggest. However, in certain

experiments that involve two actions' -- like throwing a die and then spinning

a spinner, or drawing dne marble and then another -- it usually is easy to rec-

ognize independence. In such cases, we feel intuitively that,tvo,jivents are in-

.
dependent when the occurrence of one does not affect the probability of the other.

In each of the following experiments, compute P(A), P(B), and P(AnB) .

Decikwhether A and B are independent.

are

Experiment: Throw a die twice.

Event A is 5 on the first throw.

Event. B is 3 on the second throw.

1. P(A)

2. P(B) =

P(A n B)

A and B independent.
(are, are not)
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1
2

1

1

12

are

2

5
2

5
2

20
or 7

are not

Experiment: Toss a penny and a die.

Event A is head on the penny.

Event B is 3 on the die.

5. P(A) =

6. P(B) =

7. P(A n B) =

8. A and B
(are, are not)

independent.

Experiment: We have a jar containing 5 marbles, of

which 2 are red, 2 are green, and 1 is blue. We

draw a marble and then draw a second marble without

replacing the first.

Event A is green marble on the first draw.

Event B is green marble on the second draw.

9. P(A) =

10. P(B)

11. p(An B) =

12. A and B
(are, are not)

independent.

If you had trouble with Items 9 to 12, examine the tree on, page 76 and

complete Items 13 to 18. If not, omit them. In making the tree,,we think

of the two green marbles as G
1,

G
2

. Likewise the two red marbles are

called RI, R2.
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8,
8. 2

20 or:5

8
8 2

or 5-

1

' or 10.

r,

First Draw

G2

Second draw

G
2

R
1

R2

B

G
1

R.

B

G
1

G

R1
2

R
2

R
2

B

G
1

G
2

.R1

B

G
1

G,

Re
1

R
2

13. There are outcomes, all equally likely.

14. Of kese, are in the event A , "green on

e first draw". Hence P(A) =

There are outco n he event B , "green

on the second draw". Hence 13(,B) =

16. There are outcomes in A 11B .

Hence P(A fl B) = .

76.
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2

5
2

5

25

are

Experiment: We use the same jar of marbles as in

Items 9 to 12. (2 red, 2 green, 1 blue.) We draw a

marble, replace it, and then draw a second marble.

Event A is red on the first draw.

Event B is red on the second draw.

17. P(A) =

18. P(B) =

19. P(ArlB) =

20. A and B independent.

(are, are not)

21. Two dice are thrown. The event "even on the first,

die" and the event "odd on the second die" are

[il] mutually exclusive.

[B] independent.

(C) both.

(D) neither.

If we know that "even on the first die" has occurred,

we do not change our idea about the probability of

"odd on the second die". Hence the events are indepen-

dent. Both can occur (as in the throw (4,3)). Hence

the events A, B are not mutually exclusive. You

should have answered [B].

We have observed a number of examples in which the formula

P(A(lB) = P(A) P(B)

is true. We have observed, ;too, that in all the examples where the formula_

holds, we feel intuitively the knowing whether A has occurred does not

influence our thinking about the probability of B . We have called events

A, B for which the formulq hold.: independent events, noting that our examples

fit our every day usage of "independent". In some situations it is not

evident whether two event' are independent. Independence will be discussed

further in Chapter 7.
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Since this experiment involves spinning twice, it seems reasonable to

see whether lur formula for Independent events applies.

are

;' , or

, or A

, or

9. We reason that "red on first spin" and "red on second

spin"
5.71:;, are not

10. P(red on first spin) =

11. P(red on second spin)'=

independent events..

,e
12. P(red on both spins) = P(RR) = or

13. Similarly, we find

P(RG) = , or

P(GR) = , or

P(GG) = or

If you check, you will find that these vlues for the probabilities

fit with Items 7 and 8.

1

14. Moreover, if the probabilities have these values

then

P(RR) + P(RG) + P(GR) + P(GG) =

Once again we observe that the formula

P(Af) B) = P(A) P(B)

applies where A, B are independent events..

thisIn each of our earli,er examples in his chapter, we could begin

forming a set of equally likely outcomes. However, as just illustrate , we

_.need not alyays begin with equally likely' outcomes.
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6-5. Another Example of Independent DAents.

Examine the spinner, shottn here.

One-fourth of it is red, one-fourth

is green, one-fourth is Clue, and one-

fourth is yellow. The region for each

color is divided into three smaller

regions of equal area. Of the three,

` one section is labeled X, one Y,

and one Z.

If we want to find P(red) on

one spin we can, if we like, ignore

the letters.

yellow

1.

1. We can think of the total set of equally likely out-

comes as (red,green,blue, ) .

2. We see at once: P(red) =

7
However. if we want to find P(X) or one spin we can ignore the colors.

We need only note that the three outcomes X, Y, Z are equally.likely.

1

3

We could aye found P(red) and also P(X) by considering the set of

12 outcomes (red X, red Y, red Z, green X, green 1., green Z, blue X,

blue Y, blue Z, yellow X, yellow Y, yellow Z) of the outcomes in this

set are equally

3

1
1.

11

1
3

There are outcomes whe4 the color is red.

(how many]

P(red) = =

6. There are outcomes where the letter is X .

7. P(X) =



1

O

What is the probability of getting a red X on one spin?.

. We might think: The event red n x has
(how many)

outcome(s).

9. P(red n x) .

10. Observe that P(red n x) = P(red)

- In our previous examples of

throwing a Gie and then spiming

-,4e.bave only one spin. However,

red as independent events.

1

3

3

3' 3

Here is why.

independent events, we had two actions (like

a spinner, or tossing a coin twice). Here

it still seems reasonable to regard X and

Suppose we spin the spinner.

11. Our probability of getting X on the spin is,

because the X regions cover of the spinner.

Now suppose we spin, without looking at the spinner.

Suppose someone looks and tells us that we et red.

12. We continue to feel that our probability of X is

, because the red X region covers of

the red region.

Knowing what color was spun-does not change our idea of the probability'

.
of X,. Hence the situation again illustrates independent events. Again we.-

can use the formula:

P(A II Ft) = P(A ) P(B) .

But now consider this spinner,
1

where the red Y region is T the

area; Suppose Fe spin it.

Red
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13. The probability of spinning Y is

14. Suppose we spin, without looking, and someone tells

us that we have spun green. With this knowledge, we

Say: We judge the probability that we have spun Y

to be .

15. We-feel,.in this case, that spinning green and

spinning Y independent events.

(are, are not)

16. Notice that:

P(green) =

F(Y) =

P(green Y) =

17. P(green Y) P(green)P(Y) .

In the next chapter we will learn more rbout this kind of situation.

6-6. Exercises (Answers on p.133 )

1. You toss a coin twice in succession. Let A be the event that a tail

2.

shows on the first toss of thc. coin. Let B Le the event that a head
<

shows on the second toss. .

(a) Are events A and B independent? Explain.

(b) Find the probability that the coil' will show tails on the first

toss and heads on the second.

The four

sections

are equal:

The six

sections

are equal.

Both pointers are made to spin.

(a) What is the probability that both will stop on red?

'(b) What is the probability that both will stop on green?

(c) What is the probability that the poirter for A stops on white and

the pointer for r scops on blue?
83
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3. If you have a bag containing fjve black marbles and four white marbles,

what is the probability of drawing two white marbles from the bag if

one is drawn and then replaced before the second drawing?

4. In problem 3, what is the probability oirfdrawing two white marbles if

the first one is not replaced before the
40

second drawing?

5. Assume that each time a child is born the probability of a boy is ,

and. of a girl is
1
.f--

(a)(a) If a family with two children is selected at random, what is the

probability the children are a boy and a girl?

(b) What is the probability that the older is a boy and the younger a

girl?

(c) What is the probability that the older is a girl and the younger a---
.

-

boy?

(d) If this family have a third child, what is the probability that it

Aik will not be a girl?

6. On a baseball team, player A has a batting average of .320 anO/

player B's batting average is .280 . Both players.come to bat in

the seventh inning. 1ssume that "hit for A" and "hit ror B" are

independent events.

(a) Whut is the probability that both A and B get hits in the

Seventh inning?

(b) What is the probability that either A, o B, or both, get hits

in the inning?

7. John and Jim were born the same year, and each married at age 21. Use

the Actuaries Table of Mortality, p. 48 of Chapter 4 to find the

following probabilities:

( ) The probability that John is alive at age p.

(
) The'probability that both John and Jim are al e at ape 70.

(c[)

The probability that at least one of them is ive at age 70.

8. In each of 2 laundry bags you havesome socks not sorted into pairs.

In one bag there are 5 black socks and 4 bit11e socks--9 socks in all.

The other bag contains 15 socks, of which 7 are black and 8 are

blue. If you pick one sock from each bag without looking, what is the

probability that:

(a) both are black?

(b) both are blue?

(c) one i:., black an fine is blue?

I i
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9. There are 5 socks, unsorted, in a bureau drawer. Of these, 3 are

blue and 2 are green. If you reach into the drawer in the dark and

take out 2 socks, what is the probability that:

(a) both are green?

(b) both are blue?

(c) one is green and one is blue?

10. 'A certain problem is to be solved by 2 men, A and B . The probability

that A will solve the problem is
2

, and the probability that B will
3

fiolve it is 15 . Assume A and B work separately, so that the events
12

involved are independent.

(a) What is the probability that the problem will not be solved?

(b) What is the probability that it will be solved by A and not by B ?

(c) What is the probability that it will be solved by B and not by A

(d) What is the probability that it will be solved by both men?

(e) What is the probability that it will be solved?

The following problems review ideas from earlier chapters.

When 6 coins are tossed, what is the probability that at least 1 head

will be obtained?

12. There aide 5 sticks. One is an inch long, one is 2 inches long, and

so on up to 5 inches. Aoperson picks up 3 of these sticks at random.

What is the probability that he can form a triangle with them? Remember

that the sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle must be

greater than the length of the third side.

13. If two dive are thrown, what is the probability that the sum of the

faces is either odd, or less than 5 or both?

14. Pour cards consist of the ace and king of .hearts and the ace and king of

spades. One card is picked at random.

(a)' What is ',he probability that the card is eithe an ace or a spade?

1(b) k"hat is the probability that it is either an a e or a king?
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15. Of the 15 boys in homeroom 107 of Smith Junior High School, 11 signed

up for noontime intramural baseball and 8 signed Lp for noontime intra-

mural basketball. Two signed up for cafeteria work and cannot participate

in noontime games. Every boy in the room has signed vp either for

cafeteria work or for one'or Loth of the sports. If Bol. is a member of

homeroom 107, what is the probability that he

(a) signed up for baseball?

. (b) signed up for basketball?

(c) signed up for either baseball or basketball?

(d.) signed up for either bliseball or cafeteria duty?

16. A spinner has 2 colorsgreen and yellow. Green is twice as likely

as yellow. Find P(green), P(yellow).

17. A certain experiment has 3 outcomes, A, B, C . A is twice as likely

as B , and C is three times as likely as B . Find P(A), P(B), P(C).



Chapter 7

CONDITIONAL PROBABILITY

7-1. An Experiment

Here is a spinner which we have seen before. The red X, red Y,

green Y, and blue X regions all have

Red
the same area. The blue Y region, hps

Blue

reen

We wish to conduct 100 trials of the experiment:spin the spinner" and .

. to record the results -- both by color and by letter. You may either

(a) build such a spinner

twice the area of the blue X region.

OR

(b) read below.

Note that for our spinner: P(red X) = 1

1
P(red Y) 6

p(green Y) =

P(blue X) =

P(blue Y)
2

=
1

Is there any experiment that you have already performed in which the
1

probability 6 occurs?

Look bal to the experiment of Section 1-5:.

For a throw of a die there are six outcomes, each with probability
1

'Suppose we regard "5 or 6' as e single outcome. Then
1

,
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/t

11,

1
6

1

1
b

P(4) =

P(5 or 6) , =

1

Thus you can use your record of throwing a die 100 times to simulate

100 spins of a spinner. (To simulate is to imitate, ts make conform to the

same laws.)

You simply match each number. hrown with a spinner outcome, as follows:

1

2

3

-4

5,6

red X

red Y

green Y

blue X

blue Y

Thus if the first 5 numbers in your die experiment were 4 3 5 5 3

you would record:

blue X, green Y, blue Y, blue Y, green Y

Before analyzing your record, it is interesting to see what results might

be expected.

Exercises
(Answers on page136 .)

By thinking about the spinner (or the die), you should be nble to determine

tie following probabilities, and answ..-.r the questions.

)
1. P(bi

2. P(X)

3. P(blue X) .

Note: P(blue X) is the seine as P(blue and X) .

f _

4. Is it true that P(blue P(X)

.5. Are the events "blue" and "X" independent

6. P(green)
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4.

t

7. Are "green" and "X" independent events?

8. Suppose we know that the spinner has stopped in tne red region. With this

knowledge, what is the Probability thvt the spinner shows X ?

9. Are "red", and "X" iwiepende:it events?

Questions on the Experiment

Using your record (eitLer for the spinner or for the 100 throws of e die),

answer each of the following. (Our results are on page 123 .)

1. That fraction of tne spins are red X ? red Y ? -green Y ? blue X ?

blue Y ?

2. What fraction of the spins are X ?

3. What fraction spins are red ? blue ?

4. Do your res- ,s yie d (approximately

P(blue X) blue) - P(X) ?

5. Examine only tnsse spins that are Wr.st fracti,-11 of these are X ?

.

o. is the answer tt j approximately the same as the answer to 2 ?

7. Examine only these spins that are red. What fraction of these are X ?

8. Is the answer to 7 approximately the .-ame as the answer to 2 ?

7-2. Introducti_r.

Sometime:. tharing co,r -f an experim.,nt we ru.-!-Ive partial information

which causes u, t_ r, 'asn,i1 ,IcIgna,:nt about the probability of some event.

Suppos fr.-h. .- - playinE cai at rancour fr m P regular 52-card

deck.

13 L

52-

tLe -nrri s,21.-..ted is a spade

7



52

1

5 2

13

13%
52 or

o
1

1
2. To obtain P(spade) = v we reason as follows:

Every one of the 52 cards is equally likely.
I

,Our'set cf outcomes has' t elements, each
(how many)

having probability . Since there are

13 spades, the event "select a spade" consists

of elements.

(how many)

Hence P(spade) =

Once again, a friend selects a card at random. This t e, however, before

we judge the probability of a spade being selected, the end tells us that he

has selected a black card. Stop and think. With this information, is "spade"

more likely than before?

13

26, 13

has

greater

3. Reasoning as before, we conclude that, since the card is

black, the probability of a spade, given that the card
)

is

black, is or
2

1

We shall write P(spade; given black), in place of "the

probability of a spade, given that the card is black".

4. We know that our set of possible outcomes now contains

only elements.

(how many)
spade?

(how many)
are in the event

5. The information that the card is black
(has, has not)

caused us to change our judgment of the probability of

the event spade.

6. Notice that P(spade, given black) is

"pan P(spade).
(less, greater)

We could express our results of Items 1-4 as follows:

The probability of selecting a spade at random from a 52 -card

1
deck is 7 .

The probability of selecting a spade at random from a 52-card

deck is
1

, given that the selected card is black, because we

know that the card is one of a certain 26.
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1

does, not

f.

As before, a friend selects a card. This time he tells us

that the card selected is red.

7. P(spade, given red) =

8. Notice that, in this case, P(spade, given red) is

than P(spade).
(less, greater)

Suppose our obliging friend, after selecting a card at random,

tells us that he has chosen an.ace.

9. P(spade, given ace) =

10. In this case, the additional in rmation
(does, does not)

result-in a change in our judgment of the probability

that the card is a spade.

Here is anothe example.

(1,2,3,4,5,6)
1

(2,4,6)
1

3

11. The set of possible outcomes for. the throw of a die

is (1,

12. The probability of getting a 4 is

13. A die is"thrown. Suppose someone whispers to us that an

even number is showing. The set of possible outcomes

is now

14. The probability now that we :lave a 4 is

iuite a difference!

Now for a slightly more complicated case. A class consists of 15 boys

and 10 girls. Four of the boys and three of the girls are left- handed. One

member of the class is selected at random.

IL or 3
25 5

7
25

4

25

15. P(boy) =

16. P(left-handed) =

17. P(boy and left-handed) =

919.99



Now!

18. P(left-handed, given that a boy is selected) =

19. P(boy, given that a left-hander is selected) =
ea.

If you answered Items 18 and 19 correctly, skip Items 20-25.

20. There are boys.

21. Of the boys, are left-handed.

(how many)

22. F(left-handed, given that a boy is selected) =

23. There are left-handers in the class?

(how many)

24. Of the left-handers, are boys?

(how _many)

25. P(boy, given that a left-hander is selected) =

In our examples of this section we have encountered situations in which

we were asked to determine the probabilities of events E."ter some information

was received. That is, we determined probabilities subject to some restriction

(or condition) on the set of outcomes. Probabilities such as P(boy, given that

a left-halder was selected) are known as conditional probabilities.

26. Some coins are tossed. Let E be the event

"exactly two heads show". Then P(E)

[A] is

fB, is 4

[c] is 0

[D] cannot be determined

If two coins are tossed, [A] is correct; for three coins

[B]; and if only one coin is tossed, P(E) = 0 . ID) is

the correct response. We cannot determine P(E) until we

know the set of outcomes of which E is a subset.

Item 26 serves to remind us that all probabilitins are in a sense "con-

ditional". For a particular case, if is the set of all possible outcomes

and if E is an event, we have written P(E) . We could have written

P(E, given S). If the set it understood, then there is no confusion

about what is meant by P(E).
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Review Items 11-14. Before the die is thrown the event "4" is one of six

equally likely outcomes and hence P(4) =
1

. After we learn that the die

shows an even number we are led to consider a reduced set of outcomes (2,4,6).

With reference to this new set of three equally likely, outcomes, P(4, given

even) = 1

In the example about the left-handed students (Items 15-19), we begin by

selecting at random one student from a class of twenty-five. Our set of possi-

ble outcomes has twenty-five equally likely elements. Since seven are left-

handed, we have P(left-handed) = . When we learn that a boy has been

selected, our attention is focused on a reduced set of outcomes which has 15

equally likely outcomes., In this reduced set there are only 4 members of

the event "left- handed ", hence P(left-handed, given that a boy is selected)
4

= .

25

25

A diagram for this situation is the following.

27. There are ' students so our full set of

outcomes is represented by dots.

When we think of P(left-hander), we think

is



28. The event "l 't- hander" is a subset of the original
4

set S of possihle outcomes. .P(left-hander) =

When loe think of P(lift-hander, given " that a boy is selected) ,14,e use the

reduced set:of outcomes "boys". We look only at part of the diagram:\

29. We think about the event "boy and left-handed" as a

subset of the set "boys''.

P(left-handed, given that a boy is selected) = .

In a general case, we nre interested in an event E of some known set of

possible outcomes . If some information leads us to consider, only some

reduced set of outcomes, F , we then wish to find P(E, given F).' The

question arises: Suppose we know

P(E), P(F), P(E (1F) (Note: We are given S.) . -

Can we determine P(E, given F) ?

For all our examples, the answer was "yes". It seems reasonable that

a general method (a formula) might be developed. Perhaps we can use our

example of left-handed students4to help us guess at a formula.

30-1)(1)0Y)=25 (Item 15)

31. P(left-handed) = (Item 16)

32. P(boy and left-handed) 4.% . (Item 17)



qso

33. P(left-handed, given boy) .= . (Item 18)

15 7 4
How may we (arithmetically) use , in some

25
4

fashion to obtain y5 ? Yoe} might try adding, multiplying,

etc.

Did you happen to notice that

29 El34.
15 025

35. Fcr this case,

P(left-handed, given boy) =
P(boy and left-handed)

P(

Notice that in Item 3 we do not use P(lef't- handed) =

at all!

Does a similar method work for P(boy, given left-handed) ?

4r? 36. From Item 19, P(boy, given left-handed)

15 7 4
Can you use

25
to obtain

4

25 25

'37. Of course!

P(left-handed)

4

T-5 0

Notice that, in Item 37, we did not use P(boy)

38. We he seen (Item 37)

15

25
at all!

P(boy ana left-handed)
P(boy, given left - handed)

1P(

Would you like to guess at a'eneral formula now?

Items 35 and 38 should lead you to guess:

If E and F are events, then

P(E, given F) ) -
P( )

P( )
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In Section 7-3 we will develop the formula of Item 39 on a more general

basis.

Before going on, it is convenient to introduce a notation. Instead of

P(E, given F) we frill write;

P(EIF)

This is read "the conditional probability of E, given F"..

4

E is the event

outcomes. Since

given

conditional; X

P(RIT)

in which we are interested. . F is the reduced set of

F is a subset of S, F ,is also an event.

40.

41.

42.

P(AIB)

P(XIY)

is "the conditional probability of

is the probabilityW

A, B".

Y.

T;

, given

is the conditional probability of R,fgiven

Referring to Items 15-19, let B be the event "a boy is selected",

L be the event "a left-hander is selected".

left-hander; boy

4

15

P(BIL),

4

7

43. P(LIB is the conditional probability that a

is selected, given that a

is selected.

44. P(LIP) = . (Item 18)

(number)

45. P( I ) is the conditional probability that a boy is

selected, given that a left- hander is selected.

46. P(BIL) = (Item 19)

(number)

Notice that P(BIL) P(LIB) .

47. If P(E) = , then P(EIE) =

[A] 1

[B] 0

[C]

(D) You can't tell

P(EIE) is the probability that E occurs given that E

occurs. For example, we toss a coin. Let E be the event

"head". Someone tells us we got "head". In this case we

afe sure. P(EIE) = 1, so [A] is correct.
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(Answer on page 136 .)

Suppose S has 10 members, all equally likely. Suppose E has 4

ambers, F has 3 members, and ElIF has 2 members. Draw an

appropriate diagram. Find P(E), P(F), P(Ef1F), P(EIF), P(FIE).

Experiment

In your class, determine the number of right- and left-handed boys and

girls. Pretend that_one student is to be selected at "random. Let B, G, L,

R have the obvious meanings. Find
114

(a) P(B) (i) P(BIL)

(b) P(G) (j) P(GIL)

(c) P(L) (k) P(BIR)

(d) P(R) (1) P(GIR)

(e) P(BnL) .(m), P(LIB)

(f) P(B(1P) (n) P(LIG)

(g) P(GnL) (0) P(RIB)

(h) P(G(1R) (p) P(RIG)

If leis not convenient to determine right- or left-handedness, take L

to be the set of students sitting in the left-hand row of seats in,the claEs-

room. R would then be the set of all other students. For a discussion of

this experiment, see page 124 .

7-3. A Formula for Conditional Probability

We 38W that, /for our example of Section 7-2,

P(BIL)
Tlf ,1

We shall try to discover whether this formula holds for all cases. We

begin with another example.

Suppose that a set of outcomes, S, has six elements a, b, c, d, e, f.

The probabilities of these outcomes are shown in the following diagram.

Event E,= (b,c,d) . Event F = (c,d,e). We are interested in P(EIF).
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4 The sum of the probabilities of the elements of S is, of course, 1.

3
That is, P(S) = 1. Outcome d, for instance, accounts for yo- of the

probability of S.'

1 1 3 c]
1. P(E)

T.15 4. 570- + To- 10

5Event E accounts for -- of the probability of S.
10

2. 0P(F)

3. P(EnF) = D-
10

since MP' = (c,d) .

Since we wish to compute P(EI,F), our attention is directed toward F,

the reduced set of outcomes. If we are given that F has occurred, then we

are concerned only with outcomes c, d, e.,
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6

10

6

10

F

1

10 1

-6- 7
10

2
10
-6-
10

1

4. From Item 2, P(F) = o (given SO

5. The total of the probabilities, attached to outcome

c, d, e is

7T7c7177

Outcome d, whicn accounts for of the probability

of S, accountr for t (or
1

) of the probability

of

10 3
Notice that 7 r 1

10

7. Outcome c accounts for of the probability
7---kfrrTTOTT

of F.

a. :imilarly, outcome e accounts for

probn.ility of F.

(fraction)

of the

W
1 1 41,e may /1.1,.it of , , s probabilities of

c, d, e relative to F.

1 1 1
Auding, we ha( 7 -

Let us (106 a new dit,grvm, r.ttziAing numlers to c, d, e that indicate

their probatilit:e: (weitiLt0 rt.:1Ptive to F.
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1

10

10

1 6

3 10

6

10. Complete the following table.

(I) (II)

Outcome Probability, Probability,
given S given F

Compare your table with the one given below.

(I)

Outcome Probability, Probability,

S iven° F

d

e

Notice that if we multiply the entries In column II (Item 10)

for c, d, and e by
10
-- we obtain the corresponding entry

of column J.

11. Por c :

12. For d

1. For e :

Why is important?

We are interested in F.

14. P(F) (given C!)
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\ 6

IO

6

2

2

10 1

10

P(F)

Of course, we usually start (as in this example) with the

'entries in column I.

15. For outcomes c, d, and e the entries in column II

are obtained from those in column I by dividing by

1

16. For c : =

10

3

10
17. For d : -

.

18. For e

10

6
19. Toi = P( ), (given SO

We began with the problem of computing P(EIF). Thus far we have .

examined the reduced set of outcomes. F: We have attached new probabilities

to the outcomes of F. Theta. new probabilities are obtained by dividing the

original probabilities (given S) by P(F).

, At last we are ready for P(EIF).

EnF

(c,d) .

4

5

2
)X=10

4

6 ( 3

A

E = fb,c,d) , F = (c,d,e,f)

20. Since we are confining ourselves to F, we are

interested in those elements of E which are also in

F. These elements are those in the set E F

( U , n )

21. EnF = (c, ) .

22. Considering EnF as an event in S ;

1 3p(EnF) =
+ 1G 10

23. Considering (c,d) as an event in F ,

1 1 0
= T + = .

Th
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It is important to notice (recalling Items 19, 22, and 23)

p(E
P(E1F) =

.

nF)
4

10

10

2

We have gone througn tLi3 example mite carefully cnd we have reached

the conclusion

(1)
_np(EF)

P(nF)

The argument !;.lay be repeated for any set of outcomes, S and for any

events E, F -- provided P(F) / 0. Thus, (1) is a formula for finding

P(EIF) if we know P(Erli-) and ?(F).

0

24. If ?(F) =.C, then formula (1) involves division

by , which ?S never permissible.

1 In the remainder of the text, we shall assume:. if we refer

to a reduced set of outcomes, its probability is nut 0.

Let uz. appl Formt.la (1) to-twc of or exa mples of Section 7-2. (You

should also re...iew :terns -_;C:;9 of Oection --2.)

1

2

1

A

die is thrown.

Le: E be :he even: 2", F tie event -an e...en number

owc

i-e

?(Enir)

c:re P(F,11) -

-, /)

(2ee ?ten 114,

Oection

e
'Of ()



0

A card is selected at random from a regular 52-card deck.

Let E be the event "spade", F the event "ace".

29. P(E F) =

30. P(F) - a .

, P(En F)
31. P(EfF)

1

52
4

52

. (See item 9,

, 1
r

I
Notice that P(E) = , p(EIF) = r .

32. In this case P(E) P(EIF) .

(=,

Section 7-2.)

Tbe following exercises are provided in order to give you practice in

using formula (1)%

Exercises (Answers on page 136 .)

If P(E) = .2 , ?(F) = , p(En F) = find

(a) P(EIF) (b) P(FIE)

2.- If P(A) , p(3) = .2 , P(Ar1B) = .16 find

(a) P(AIB) (19) P(BIA)

3 . If P(X) - 1; 0 ?(xn y) = , -find

(a) P(XIY) (b) P(YIX)

1
4. If P(A) = -3

(a) P(AIB)

P(B) .2 , P( An = 0 , find

(1') P(BIA)

5. If P(E) = .7 , ?(F) = , P(EIF) = .6 ., find

(a) P(Efl F) (b) P(EUF) (Hint: Use result of 5(a). )

6. If P(E).= .4

(a) P(EnF)

P(F) - .4 - P(EUF) = .6 , find

(b) P(EIF) (c) P(FIE)

7. Suppose E and F are mutually exclusive events; what may we say about

'P(EIF) ? P(FIE) ? (Hint: See Exercise 4.)

8. Suppose L is a sue of F ; wnat may we say about P(EIF) ? P(FIE) ?
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7-4. Review and Exercises

A, given B

conditional

B

P(F) = 0

p(En777 '

0 (since ,-

P(EnF) = 0)

P(Enp), P(F)

a

1. P(AIB) means "the conditional probability of

11

2. P(BIA) means "the probability of

given A".

3. The conditional probability of X given Y is

written as P(

4. If S is the set of all possible outcomes, then

P(E) P(EIS) .

i)

5. The conditional probability of E given F ds-hoc

defined if P( ) = 0 .

(m )
6. P(EIF) Pp

7. If E and F are mutually exclusi4e, then

p(EIF) =

8. 'P(EIF) is the ratio of to P( . )".

If P(E) # 0 , P(F) 0 , then

(I) P(EIF) = P(FIE)

[II) P(EIF) P(FIE)

(A) I is ?1.ways true.

(B) II is always true.

(C] Either 4 or II may be true.

For most of our examples and exercises (II) has been true.

Exercise 6, Section 7-2, shows that (I) may also be true.

(C) is correptwp

1 12



10. If P(E) # 0 , P(F) # 0 , then

P(EIF) < P(E)

[II] P(EIF) > P(E)

{III] P(EIF) = P(E)

(Al III is always false..

[B] Any of the three may occur.

[C] II is never true.

(D) I is always true.

Review Items 6, 8, 10 of Section 7-2. (B) is correct.

Those special cases where P(EIF) = P(E) are discussed in

Section 7-6.

(Answers on page 138 .)

1. A letter is selected at random from the word "about". What is the

probability of selecting:

(a)' ,a vowel?

(b) an "o" given that a vowel was selected?

(..) a "b" given that a vowel was ?elected?

(d) a "t" given tAat a consonant was selected?

2. A red and a green die are tossed. What is the plobability that:

(a) the sum is under 5 ?

(b) the sum is under 5 given that the red die shows a 2 ?

(c) the sum is under 5 given that the red die is 5 ?

(d) the sum is under 5 given that the green die shows an odd number?

S = . All outcomes are equally likely. Find

(a) P(E) ,

(b) P(F) ,

(c) P(EIF) ,

(a) P(FIE) .
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. Consider the spinner shown here. Each of the 12 small regions has the

same area..

Find

(a) P(Red)

(b) P(1)

*( c) P(Red, 11 1) -

(d) Pc:Blue U 2)

(e) P(Red11)

(f) P(1IRed)

(g) P(2)

(h) P(2IWhite)

(i) P(White12)

(j) P(4IRed)

(k) P(Redjodd)

(I) iD(White14)

5. There are 4 balls in a box: 2 black and 2 white. Balls are drawn

out in succession and kept out. Any ball in the box has the same chance

.of being

black on

Find the

(a)

(b) P(B11B2B3)

(c) E(Bilw2),

(a) P(1411132133)

drawn as any other. B
1

means black

B2B3 means black

probabilities:

second,

following

on first draw, B2 means

on second and third draws, etc,

6. The diagram shows a set, 3, of outcomes and the probability

outcome. Eyents A, B are indicated.

of each

oa
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k .

(a) P(d) (e) P(AU B)

b) P(A) (f) P(AIB)

Cc) P(B) (g) P(*)
(a) P(Ans)

7.,/-An analysis of the success of weather forecasts fora 200-day period

` in a certain cit

.

Wet
Day

Dry

Day

Forecast: Rain 30 20

Forecast: No Rain 30 -120

The table is to be read as follows: there were 50 days for which rain

was predicted. Wet weather (rain) occurred on 30 of these days, etc.

Let R bn the event "rsin predicted",

N be the event "no rain predicted",

W be the event "wet" (i.e., it did rain),

D be the event "dry" (i.e.,' it did not rain) .

(a) A picnic is planned for a certgin day. The weather prediction is

"rain". What is-the probability that it actually is a wet day the

day of the picnic?

(b) One day it was actually raining. What is the probability that the

forecast was."rain"?

(c) Find P(DIN) and interpret the answer.

(d) Find P(NID) and interpret the answer.

. A poll-taker obtained the following results Men he asked teen-agers and

adults their reactions to a certain TV program:

25% of those interviewed were teen-agers

60% of the teen-agers enjoyed the prograth

20% of the adults enjoyed the program.

(By adult we mean someone over age 19.)

If we choose, at random, one person who was interviewed, what is the prob-

ability that the person is:

(a) an adult?

(b) an adult who liked the program?

(c) a teen-ager who liked the program?

(d), someone who liked the program?

(e) someone who liked the program,,given that the person is a teen-ager?

(f) an adult, given that the person liked the program?
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7_

t9. The method and reasoning of Exercise 5 have serious applications in many

fields. Here is an example from the field of medicine.

If a person has a certain disease, then a blood test will reveal

that fact with probability .90 . Unfortunately this test, like many

others, yields "false positives". If a person is healthy the test will

falsely indicate the presence of the disease with probability .05 .

Suppose further that only 2% of the population has the disease. A

person, chosen at random from the population, is given the test. The

test shows "positive". What is the probability that the person is,

in fact, healthy?

17-5. Special Exercises

In this section we present three problems in which you can use your

knowledge of conditional probability to discover the correct solutions. The

problems are of special interest because the'answers seem to be contrary to

one's intuition. Try to guess the answers before working the problems. See

the discussion on page 143 .

1. A new family is moving into the neightorhoou. You learn thatqhe family

consists of a man, wife, and two children.

(a) Lacking any further information, 0,at is the probability that both

childi-en are boys?
4

(b) A friend tells you that he met 4 of the children and that it was a

boy. With this new information, what is the probability that both

children are boys: (Clearly, tbe outcome two girls" has been

ruled out.)

(c) Your friend supplies the additiDnal detail thst the toy he met is the

older child. Does this knowledge change your judgment rf the prouabil-

ity of "two toys":

2. Consider a "deck" of four cards - ace of spades, ace cf hearts, king of

spades, king of hearts. Two cards are ch,-sen at random.

(a) What is the probability that the two cards are both aces?

(b) If-you know that at least one ace has been selected, then

P(two aceslat least one ace) =

(c) ,Does it make any difference if you know that one of the two cards

selected is the ace of spades?

10,3
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3. This °neje a bit harder. Three identical bags contain, respectively,

two white, one white and one black, two black marbles. A bag is selected

at random. (The other bags are set aside.)

(a) Whet is the probability that the bag selected contains two black

marbles?

(b) One marble is drawn from the baG and it is black. What is the

probability that the marble that remain!, in the bar is also black?

A

In several of our examples (Item 9, Section 7-2; Item 32, Section 7-3;

Exercise 2, Section 7-3) we have encountered situations in which

P(E1F) = P(E) .

Let us see another example. Refer to the spinner of Section 7-1.

Blue

Red

For this spinner

1. P(X) =

2. P(Xiblue) =

3. So, P(xIblue' ,P(x).
(r,

Before the spinner is spun we judge = . After the spin, if we

learn that the spinner has stopped in the blue region, we still judge that the
1 1

probability of X is ,T . (In symbols, P(Xiblue) = = P(X).) To repeat,

our judgment of the probability of X is not affected by the knowledge that

the spinner has stopped in the blue region. This is the same type of state-

.
ment that was made in Chap,er 6 -- event "X" is independent of event "blue".

In general, P(E1F) = P(E) means that the probability'of E is the some

whether we refer to the original set of outcomes or to the reduced set. F .
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s.

Hence,_ KZ P(E)

F"

.
is mathematical statement of "E is independent

14,
We have learned (Chapter 6) that if E is independent of F , then

p(Enx) = P(E) P(F) . Let us see if we may obtain this same result by

, starting with P(E!V) = P(E) .

°

2
1

3

3

P(X fl blue )
P(1414d)

P( X n blue )
PT-blue)

1 P(X nblue )
3 1

2

1 1

3 2

then

and

4. For the spinner we have been discussing

P(blue)\=

P(X) =

P(X!blue)

5. From our formula for conditional probability, we know

P(Xiblue) =
P

6. Since P(XIblue) = P(X) we may write

P(X)
P(xn blue )

(. Using the numerical values of Item 4,

P(Xnblue)

. Therefore

P(xn blue) =
3

. Look at the spinner. What fraction of the spinner is

both X and blue?

For the general case, if

P(E1F) = P(E) ,

P(EnF)
P(E)

P(F)

P(E n F) = P(E) P( F) .
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We have seen that if P(EIF) = P(E) , then E is independent of F end

that P(E(l F) = P(E) P(F) . Is it also true that F is independent of E ?

We would hope so, since this would agree with our prelicus idea:, about indepen-

dent events.

Let us b3sume that P(EI14) = P(E) .

P(F)

E

10. Since P(E1F) P(E) , we know P(Er1F)

11. Now, by our formula for conditional probability,

P(E11 F )
P(FIE)

(Again, you recall that En F = Fri E .)

12. Substituting P(E11 F) = P(E) P(F) from Item 10,

we have

P(FIE)
P(E) PM

p(E)

13. P(FIE) - P(F) :neans that event F. is independent of

event

To summarize:

if P(EIF) = P(E) , then

(a) P(FIE) = P(F)

(b) E and F are independent events

(c) P(Er1F) = P(E) P(F) ,

Here are some familiar examples.

independent

rp

A card is to to selected at random from a regular 52-card

dece..

. P( spade ) =

15. P(ace) =

P( spade lace) =

17. P(spade and ace) =

ld. The event "a spade is selected" and the event "an ace

is selected" are events.



Exercises

1. Two dice are thrown, one red and one green. Let A be the event "sum is

10" . B is the event "sum is 7" . C is the event "red die shows 6" .

Find

(a) P(AIC) (e) P(C1B)

(b) P(B1C) (f) P(B1A)

(c) P(AIB) (g) which pair(s) of events are independent

(d) P(CIA) (h) which pair(s) of events are mutually
exclusive

A die is thrown.

19. P(2) = --
20. P(less ...an 4) = (There are three,outcomes.)

21. P(211ess than 4) =

22. "2" and "less than 4"

(are, are not)

23. P(less than 412) =

independent events.

24. Two dice are thrown, one green, one red. Let E be

the event "green die shows an even number". Let F

be the event "the sum of the faces is 9".

CA) E and F are independent events.

(B) E and F are not independent events.

Here is a case where the answer is not intuitively obvious.

Of the 36 possible outcomes, 18 are in E, 4 in F.

Furthermore, exactly 2 are in E()F. Hence

2

P(EIF)
46_

- = P(E)

[Al

3;

is the correct response.

(Answers on page 146 .)

2. Using the notation of Exercise 1, find

(a) P(AUB) (b) P(BUC)
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In Chapter 6 you 'worked many exercises in Which it was "reasonable" to

assume that the events considered are independent. For the exercises that

follow, it iq interesting to guess whether the events are independent. After

guessing, compute the appropriate conditional probability and state whether

,1#e events are, in fact, independent.

. 3. Two dice are thrown. Event A: both dice show even numbers. Event B: the

sum is 8 .

4. The Smiths have three children. Assume that "boy" and "girl" are equally

likely for each child. Event E: the family includes children of both

- sexes. Event F: there is at most one girl.

at.
5. The Robinsons have four children. .Events E and F are as described in

EXercise 4.

6. A number is selected at random from (1,2,3, ,12).

C = (2,3,4,5,6,7) D = (6,7,11,12) .

7. Three points P, Q, and R are placed at random in a line. A is the

event "is to the right of P", and B is the event "R is to'the

right of P".

8. 4Able Batter has' made l'O hits out of the last 400 times at bat. On

160' of these times at there were one or more men on base; he hit

safely on 50 of these 160 times at bat. Able Batter now corned to the

plate; H is the event "He gets a hit", and R is the event'"There is

a runner on base".
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APPENDDC

Odd

We often hear such expressions as: "the gads are 1 to 1 that a coin

will fall heads", or "it's 5 to .1 against a die showing 6".

These two examples should give you a hint as to the relationship between

the odds in favor of an event" and the "probability of an event".

The odds in-favor of an event E are simply a to b, where a and b

are any two numbers in the ratio of P(E) to P(not-E). (NotE, you recall,

_ is Ueevent "E doec not occur ".)

For example, if the probability of E is
2

, so that the probability of

1 2

3

1
not-E is

3
then the odds in favor of E are to or, more simply,

2 to 1 . (They are also 10 to 5 ; etc.)

Evidently, if the odds in favor of an event E are a to b , then the

odds against E -- that is, in favor of not-E are b to a . In the,pre-

, ceding illustration, the odds against E are 1 to 2 .

Example 1. Two coins are tossed. A is the event two heads". What are the:

odds in favor of A ? What are the odds against A ?

1. P(A) =

2. P(not-A) = 1 - P(A) =

33. The odds in favor of A are + vo 7 , or

to 3 .

4. The odds against A are to 1 .

The odds are 1 to 3 in favor of two heads on the toss

of two coins, and 3 to 1 ageinqt.

We know that if two fractions have the same denominato tLcn the ratio of

these fractions is the same as the ratio of their numerators. Therefore if,

for any event E , we are giver. P(E) and P(not-E) as fractions with the

same denominator, then we can immediately' state the odds in favor of E . We

simply read off the numerators.

1522
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4.

1
iFor example, theiratio of

2
too is the same as the ratio of 2 to 1

(the odds in favor of E in the illustration at the beginning). The ratio of

3T to T is the same as the ratio of 1 to 3 (the odds in favor of A in

Example 1).

Example 2. A die is tossed. B iS the event "a number greater than 2". What

are the odds in favor of B ? ',:ht.t are the odds against B ?

. ,

2

1

5. P(B) =
4

, P(not-B) .

4 2
6. The odds in favor of B are ;. to .6-

o.

or

to 2 ,

to 1 .

7. The odds against B are to 2 .

Example 1. Swat King's batting average is .325 . What are the odds in favor,

of C , a hit his next time at bat? The odds against C ?

.325

.675

6. P(c)

9. .P(not-C)

-675 10. The odds in favor of C are 325 to

13 or to, 27 .

27 11. The odds against the'hit lire to 13 ,

2 or approximately to 1 .

Tan integer)

If we know that P(E) = p , then the odds in favor of E are in the ratio

p to q , where q = 1 -.p . suppose we know the odds in favor of E ; can

we find P(E) ? '

3 to 2

5

Suppose, for a certain spinner, the odds in favor of red

arts 3 to 2 .

12. Then the ratio of p to q is t6,,

_. Hence' P(red) .12
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If you had difficulty, reread the discussion following

Item 4 and complete Item: 14 to 17.

14. We wish to determine two fractions, p and q ,

where p q -

15. Moreover, we wish the'se fractions to be in the ratio

to

`Xlit

From the earlier discussion, we see that it is simple to use

3 and 2 as the numerators of our fractions. Our task

then is to find a denominator (the, same denominator for

both fractions).

16. + q + ?d- 3 2
d

17. But p + q = 1 , hence we wish d = 1 . Therefore,

18. Finally, 3p = 2

In genera41 if the odds in favor of E are a to b , then

P(E)
a

a + b
'C's

Exercises

1. Two coins re tossed. :.!-at are the odds in favor of throwing both a head

and a tail?:- What are the 'adds against?

2. A die 'is thrown. WLat are the odds in favor of throwing a prime number?

Against?

3. A die is thrown. are the odds in favor of throwing a perfect square?

Against?

4. Jimmy's t.,atting average is .20C . What are the odds in favor'of a hit

his next time at bat? Against?

5. The team stsnding rf homeroom 205 is .750 . What are the odds in favor

of the team's winning their next game? Of losing?

6. Another common expression is thata certain event is a "50-50 bet". How

may this be interpreted in terms of probability? (NOTE: Come people even

say that "the odds are even";)
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7. Bill tells John that "the chances are 10 to 1" that there will be a

mathethatics quiz tomorrow. Internret this as a probability statement.

8. A man is willing to give odds -of -+ to 3 that the Dodgers will win the

World Series. If he thinks this is a fair bet, what is his judgment of

probability that the Dodgers will win the series?

9. If the odds against an event, are 7__to 5 , what is tre probability- of

' the 'event?

C

, I
Answers to Exercises

1. In favor: 1 to 1 . Agdinst: 1 to 1 .

' 2. In favor: 1 to ' 1 Against 3 1 to 1 .

3. In favor: 1 to 2 . Against: 2 to 1 .

It. In favor: 1 to 4 . Against: 4 to 1 .

5. In favor: 3 to 1 . Against: 1 to 3 .

6. "50-50" or 5C:50 is the same ratio as 1 to 1 . Bence,

P(event) = .

10
7. By "chances" Bill means "odds". P(quiz) . (Notice that if Bill

means that the probability of a test is .90 , he should say that the

'chances are 9 to 1 .)

4
8

7

5
9' 12

;-

1
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DISCUSSION OF EKPERIMENTS

Here are the results obtained by the authors.

1. and 2.

43553 53344 14166 53213 46451

54563 41353 35335 65536 64112

43253 62454 53263 33423 21531

24131 64235 1 20563 22522 21355

Number on die face

1 2 3 4 5 6

Frequency, first rqw 4 1 6 6 5 3

Frequency, second row 3 1 7 3 7 4

Frequency, third row 2 5 8 4 4 2

Frequency, fourth row 3 8 4 2 5 3

Total
-.-----...

12 15 25 15 21 12

3 When we throw a die, there is no reason to expect one face to appear more

than another. Hence we expect tnat out of many throws each number will
1

occur about 6 of the time. This means that in 100 throws we expect

each number to occur about 17 .times. But only about -- it Would be

quite surprising if our results were nearly on the nose.

4 In this example, there are two triples of like 'digits: the 333 in the

third row and the 222 in the fourth. There are eleven additional pairs:

a 11, a 22, three 332s, a 44, three 55's, and two 66's.

5. There is one triple of succetsi'.e digits in our example: the 456 in the

second row. There are thirteen additional pairs: two 12Is, two 23's,

four 342s, three 452s, and two 56Is. You may ask: are successive

digits just as probable as like digits?

Our trials yielded no gr)up of fi-,e-of-a-kind. We have one,four-of-a-kind

(22522) and two threes-of-a-kin0.

119
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7. This really is surprising! It could happen with an ordinary die, but it

is certainly very unlikely. This record makes you suspect that someone is

using a die that doesn't have any 4's, 51s, or 61s.

We will now tell you a secret. This row of numbers was made up in the

following way. Look at the first row in oul tablaof one hundred throws.

Here it is:

4 3 5 5 3 5 3 3 4 4 1 4 1 6 6 .5 3 2 1 3 4 6 4 5 1

Hill 1111 lull ll4j
2 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 2 2 1 2 1 3 3 3 3 2 1 3 2 3 3 1

What did we do?

When we saw a 4 we changed it to a .

Each 5 and 6 we changed to a

But 1, 2, 3 we did not change at all.

We were pretending that the die had one face with 1, two faces with 2

(the real 2, and the 4), and three faces with 3 (the real 3, the 5,

and the 6). Incidentally, of these 25 throws we have: four l's,

seven 2's, and fourteen 3's. Not surprising!

Do yOu remember.the die in.Problem 2 of Exercise 1-2? It has a on

one face, 2 on each of two other faces, and 3's on the remaining

faces. This is the kind of result you'd find with suc' a die. In fact,

if ,you didntt have one (you- probably didn't), you,could do an experiment

about it anyway. You could simply us.44",pn ordinary die, and call the 4

"two" and the 5 and 6 :three", just as we did above.

Experiment 2-1.

1. Our record was:

GRYP,GF P F. G Y.? Y
J.

We got reds, 3 greens, ::,

We had expected each color to pppear about the same number of times.

Twelve trials isn't very many. You may want totry more. If you and

several of your classmates put your results together, you wi l probably

find that,"in ail, about 7 of the marbles dran,are red, '-:7" are green,
5

and are ,yellow.
3
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. Our record:

WBBWWW BWWWWB
We got 8 whites and 4 blaCks. We htd expected about twice as many

whites ap blacks -- but;-not necessarily exactly twice as many.

rimgnt1.

.3)

. BereA.s our record:
.

,
THTHT TTHHH 1

We got- 5 heads and. 5 tails! .Did you? It is more likely that you got

6 of one and 4 of the other, and slightly less .likely that you got 7

and 3 . lYou may have'had some other result; but it is far less likely.

. Our record:
1 '

Fenny Nickel

T T

T

T H

H T

T

T,

H T

T T'

T H

We got no throws with 2 heads, seven with 1 head and 1 tail,

.three with 2 tails. Compare our results with yours.

.16

44

3. We expect fewer throws with 2 heads in our second experiment than throws

with 1 head in our first. One way to see why is to think: When 'I get

heads on both coins, I heveito get heads on the penny and on the dime.

But Ind expect that about half of the times that I get heads on the penny

I would, getimil6, rather than heads, on the dime. (You may have had

another way of thinking about this.)

a

121 128



Experiment 4-1.

(a) Tossing a rivet provides an example of a situation in which we have

no real way of determining the probability of "up" by inspection.

Certainly you would expect a broad-head tack to fall "up" more often

than you would a:long screw with a small head. For a given rivet,

whatever guess you make is not likely to be very accurate. We

guessed 20 "up" for our rivet.

(b) We actually obtained 9 ''"up" in 50 trials.

(c) Our guess was not very good.

' (d) For our rivet:

P(' up")
.

50

Experiment 6-1.

1. (a) 01.1r record of pairs of draws:

RY RR GR GY YY

GY GG YG BY GR

GR YR RY RR GR

RY YY GG GR RG

The second color was red eight times, green four times, and yellow

eight times. We expected about 1 each. There is no reason to
3

believe that one color is more likely than another.

2. (a) Our results were:

.

The second colbr was red five, times, green seven times, and yellow

eight times. Again, our results were consistent with the fict that

one color is just as likely as another. It is probable that yours

were, too.

GR RY'RG GG RY

YY GY GG YG YR

GY YG GR RR GY

GR RG RY GY YG

3. As you read the next section, keep in mind your guess about the probability '

of red on both draws in the first experiment. You will find the answer

there.

You don't need to guess in the case of the second experiment. The

probability of drawing both red in this case is G . It can't be done!

121 2 9



Ament

We obtained:

ti

* "

GG GG AG GG RG GG GG GR GR GG GG RG GG GG GR

GR RG AG AG GB GG GR GG GG GA'GG RR GG RG RG GG RR

We have: 15 GG

( GA

8 RG

2 RRre

We have R on the first spin 10 times, and R on the second spin 9

timesl', We would expect the number of reds on the first spin and the

"7number of reds on the second spin to be approximately equal.

. .0n both first and second spins we expected more greens than reds, and this

is what we, obtained. In fact, we would expect green about 3 Atimes as'

often as red for each spin.

3: We had 8 RGes and 2 Miss. This seems reasonable. You would expectsseems

to get green on the second spin 3 times as often as red.

Experiment 7-1.

-1. Our totals (sed, our results of Experiment 1-5 on page 119):

red X : 12

red Y : 15

green Y : 25 .

blue X : 15

blue Y : 33 ("5" showed 21 times, "6" showed 12 times)

2. X shows 27 ,times out of 100 .

3. For use red shows 27 times out of 100 which is a bit less than of

the times. Blue shows 48 times -- very close to 1

. blue X ,
''a''

15
For our results 155 is the fraction of is the fraction

21
1

4 27
is about

12of blue, 155 is the fraction or X .
100 100 100

Which differs somewhat 'from 15
, 100 '

123
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5.

6.

7;

8.

We have 48

fraction is

- .31

We have 27

.44
1

27

blue spins. Of these 15 are X .

" - 1g , very nearly .

27
differ

Thus, the desired

.27

.27 .

does not greatly from
100

red spins.
12

of these are X .

which does differ considerably from

.Experiment 7-2.

For your particular class, we cannot tell what probabilities you found.

We.can, however, help you check your &rk. Whatever values you found for the

probabilities (a) - (p), the following relations should hold (check your

results).

(i) P(B) + P(G) = 1

(ii) P(L) + P(R) = 1

(iii) P(BIL) + P(BIR) = P(B)

(iv) P(GIL) + P(GIR) = P(G)

(v) P(LIG) + P(LIB) = P(L)

(vi) P(RIG) + P(RIB) = P(R)

You should be able to see wla these relations must be true.

Here is another list of true relations. The reasons why these must be true

is the subject of Section.7-3.

(vii) P(Bil L) = P(L) P(BIL)

(viii) P(GrIR) = R(R) P(GIR)

(ix) P(LIB) = P
BCP111-1p(ri)

p(pG)(x) P(RIG)
P(G)

If your results do- not satisfy all these relations, use the information of

t6e example or Items 14-18. Here P(B) = IL p(BnL) =
'

R(Bn R)
11

25 25
4

R(BIL). = etc.



ANSWERS TO EXERCISES
kt-4:

1. (a). Fair. There is exactly one face marked 1 and one faerked 3 . All

other. results yield a tie.
.f..

'i.

(b). Fair. There are three odd-numbered faces (1, 3, 5) and three even-

,4numbered faces (2, 4, 6). q
4.0

(c) Not fair. You win only if 3 is thrown, he wins whenever 4, 5

or 6 is throwh. He has tore "chances" to win than Au ao."'

.

2. (a) Not-fair. *You have an advantage -- ther, are three faces marked

"3", but only one face marked "1".

(b) Fair. Do you see why?

(c) Not fair. Only two feces give you a win, while four faces favor him.

3. (a) Fair. Think about this game. est throws will result in a tie, but

throwing two l's is as likely as throwing two 51s .

(b) Fair. This game also takes a bit of thought. As soon as you realize

that it does not alter what happens to the green die you will see' 46

thnt this game is essentially the same as the game described in

1(b) above.

(c) We tried-to trick you here. The rule does not enable us to decide

who should win if the dice fall with a green 4 and a red 6 at

the same time. Strictly speaking, the "game" is not defined. Notice

that if we agree to a tie if this situation occurs, then we have a

true game andrit is fair.

(d) Not fair. You win only on the throw red 1, green 1 He wins on two

throws: red 1, green 2 and red 2, green 1.

(e) Not fair. You might list all the possibilities for the two dice

(there are 36 of them). You will notice that you win on only 15

of them while he wins on 21 .



Section 2-6.

2
1.

2
1

.

3.

4.

5-

6.

7. (There ate 10 primes between1 and 30 . Remember, 1 is not

a prime.)

2

(a)

(b)

(c)

(a)

(b)

5

(a)

(b)

Not likely, although it is possible. The probatility, as you yill-

1
learn later, is 612
1

2

No ,

3

5
1.

25

No

0

8. (You can use a set of 3 outcomes, all equally likely. For simplicity,

suppose Mr. Smith has a brown hat and a block hat. The outcomes are:

both Mr. Smith's hats; Mr. Smith's black hat and his friend's hat; Mr.

Smith's brown hat and his friend's hat.

(a)9.

(b)

(c) No; in (a) drawing the ace is ale oute:me out of five, while
4111

in (b) it is one out of four.

(a)

(e)

1

They are increasing.

12b
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Table showing the set of outcomes for throwing two dice.

Green

Red
. 1 2 3 4 . 5 6

'. 1 , (1,1) (1,2) (1,3) (1,4) (1,5) (1,6)

2 . (2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4) (2,5) (2,6)

3 (3,1) -TS,2) (3,3) (3,4) (3,5) (3,6)

4 (4,1) -(4,2) (4,3) (4,4) (4,5) (4,6)

5 (5,1) (5,2) (5,3) (5,4) (5,5) (5,6)

6 (6,1) (6,2) (6,3) 6,4) (6,5) (6,6)

Section

1. There are 8 equally likeLy outcomes, only one of which is 3 heads.

2. . Again, there are 8 equally likely outcomes. This time, the event

contains three outcomes -- HHT , HTH , THE .

3.
5 1
55 or 7

4. (a) 5-1 , or .

4h) , or 1 . Since you did not replace the white marble, there are

9 marbles -- 4 white, 3 black, 2 red.

(c)
1

(c) 7 , or E .

5. (a). 6

(b) 36

Did you notice that your reasoning here is exactly like that fur en

ordinary die? Having letters instead of numbers on the faces of the

cubes doesn't change the probabilities.

(c) 16 ; 1

(d) 64
' 64"

If you hed trouble, look back at the tree in Sec. 3-4 .

128
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1

Notice that the table has been constructed by counting ends of branches

on tree diagrams. You may wish to construct further diagrams.

4 -toins:

5-coins:

.

1

(40

1

(5H)

4

(3H,1T)

5

(4H,1T)

6

(2E,2T)

11)

(3H,2T)

4

(1H,3T)

10

(2H,3T)

1

(4T)

,

(1H,<4T)

1

(5T)

68
.

or There are, . 16 outcomes in all for 4 coins.

..outdome probability

1
5 heads

32

54 heads, 1 tail
32

10
3 heads, 2 tails , or 16

10
2 heads, 3 tails ik

, or

1 head, 4 tails 5
32

1
5 tails

32

The sum is 1.

10. 3 heads and 2 tails, 2 heads and 3 tails. Each of these events hos

10
probability --

32 '

6 . 3
11. , or .

or 5
I.

129
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p

o-

1
12. yg . The tree diagram fol this Problem is:.

Spinner Die

.00

Reds

Yellow

Blue

1

2

4

5

6

2

3

4

5

6

There are lb possible outcomes.

Section 4-4.

1. (a)

(b)

152 19

1600 '

or
200 '

12. 2000 = 190
200

or 0.095

4.1

2. 0.333 (Notice that we are ignoring such things as the skill of the

opposing nitch6q. to be faced the "next time at bat".)

89
120

Insurance companies keep carefulrecprds on accidents with related infor-

mation on age and sex of drivers. These record show that Male drivers .

under 25 years of age are more apt to be involved in accidents than are

male drivers Dyer 25 years of age or female drfvers of any age. Account

would have tc be taken of the percent of an age group by sexes that drive

cars, the number of drivers who had accidents, and the number of drivers

that were not involved in accidents in a given, period of time.
130
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5. (a) 69,517

(b) None

ti 6. (a) P = -91227,8.8 or 0.95 .

97,9(0 '

(b) P - 35,837 or 0.37 .

97,97g '

ke

7. (b) Not for setting insurance rates. Some of the data would be obsolete.

(c) Take the results of studying many people at various ages for shorter

lengths of time.

8. , (a)
100,000

or 0.00001 .

'

517
(b)

69
= , or 0.88 .

0

9. The man at age 60 His chance of living another 10 years is less than

the others, so the insurance company would have to charge him more for

the extra risk the company would take.

10. P(A)
2

7
0 , P(B) = g . Sunshine seems more likely. Note that on

oe cloudy days with no rain neither event occurs.

11. Our results (see discussiorl of Experiment 1-5):

P(1) = .12; P(2) = .155 P(3) = .25; P(4) = .15; P(5) = .21;

P(6) = .12 .

12. Our results: P(three cf a kind) =
2

.1C ; P(four of a kind)
20 .05;

P(five of a kind) = 0

Section 5-5.

1. (s), (c), are pairs of mutually exclusive events. (t) is nct.

2.
166c 5

40

o

2
. Thr ?tents are mutually exclusive, so' we use

P(AuR) = P(A) + p(p)

132 508 640
757 7.655 1765



3. . (a) No. lf A is the event "number is even" and B is the event

"number is greater than 3 ", then AFI.B . (4,6).

(b) , P( AU B) = P( A) +

Alternatively: 'AUB =

possible outcomes are

\ 4. (a) 1-:91

(lb) 3- or 1
9 '

18
5. (a) -7 , or

2

6. (a)
4

, or
2

7. (a) , or

1
(b)

100
or 5

(c) 100 Y
or

7

P(B) - P(AfIB) )2-:+ =

(2,4,5,6n AUB has 4 outcomes, and all

equally likely. P(AUB) = = .

3

2
(b) , or

1

0

8. (a) 10 . Hint: Call the boys A, B, C and the girls D and E .

The possible pairs are AB, AC, AD, AE, BC, BD, BE, CD, CE,

DE. (Note that AB and BA would not count as different pairst)

(b) 3 : AB, AC, ,end BC. (e) 71-

6 3
(c) 1

(f) TU
or 5

(d) 6 (g)
9

9. (a) 3

(b) 1

10. (a) 16

(b) 4 (16 . 9 -4)

(c) 5 swim only in the morning;
,41 16 8

Tr
(-' 22

or

132

swim only in the afternoon.

139
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Siction 6-6.

1. (a) Yes. Regardless of the result of the first throw, head and tail are.

equally likely on the second throw.

(b) 341

1 1 '11
2. (a) P(both on red) = =

11 1
(b) P(both on green) . =

1 1 1
(c) P(A on white and B on blue) = =

4 16

Eff

4, . Note that in this case the events "white on the.first draw" and

"white ox the second drP"" are not independem. An appropriate tree shows

9 possibilities (all equally likely) for the first draw, each with 8

equally likely branches. Thus, there are 72 equally likely outcomes In

all, of which 12 are in the event "two white marbles".

5. W ;c)

(b) (d, ,
-2-

Note that under he assumption each birth is independent of the others.

The tree here is exactly like that for two coins.

6. (a) .090 . The evants are independent;

hence w ?(An B) = NA) P(B)

= (.320)(.280)

0896

.09 .

(b) .510 . P(AUB)-= P(A) p(p)

= .320 4 .280 - .090

7. (a) 35,837 , Or about .3,87 .92,588 4
(b) about .150 : p(An E) = P(A) p(E) = ( .387)2 = .150 .

(c) about .624 : P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B) : P(An 13)

.337 + .387 - .150 = .624 .

1" 1 4



8. ;(a) Pcblack from.first ba) =
9

7
P(black from second bag) =

These are independent events; hence '25

F(both black) =
135

, 4
.(b) P(blue from first bag) .

8
P(blue from second bag) = .

4 8 32
P(both blue) = 1-5- ,

(c)
35 32) 68P(one of each color) = g1 ( - 135

,
(=

"
.

,

"maim

9. (a) P(both green) = Make a tree. Using B
1,

B
2'

-13

3
for the blue

socks and G
1,

G
2

for the green, we have:

First draw Second draw

1r*4-;;owp,

,4B3

etc.

The tree shows that we have 20 equally likely outcomes, of which

2 -- G
1
G
2

and G
2
G
1

--'itre in the event "2 greens".

6 3(b) P(both blue) = --
20 '

or 15 .
1 3 N 6 3( ) F(one blue and one green) = 1 - (,-ii
1 + 7' 1.-5 ,

or
:)

Notice that we cannot use the idea of independent events for this problem.

In later chapters you will find easier ways of doing problems of this sort.
.

.
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e.

Elven: Mr. A solves the problem.

1101.r. B solves the problem.

. 2

3
1

Event -not-A: A does not solve the problem. P(not-A)
3

Event not-B: B does not solve the problem. ,Fk(not-B) = 1 - -2-
12 Id

la) P(not-A'n not -B) = 3 5.g = 1-6

(b). .10 (1 not-B) = g- 5.; = 146 , or
ig

P(not-A n B) = 1 a .

(d) P(Afl B) = ,2. =
1.

(e) P(AuB) = 1 - P(not-An not-B) = 1 7_ _ .

11. There are 26 = 64 ways that the 6 coins may have heads 'and tails

appear. There is only one way that will not have at least one head

(6 tails). Therefore,

P(at least one head) = 1 -'

12. The list of possible draws of 3 sticks (the order in which they are

picket does not matter):

5, 3, 2

5, 3, 1

5, 2, 1

The possible draws for a triangle 'are 5,

4,

4,

4,

4,

3,

3,

2,

3

2

1

1

and 5,

3,

4, 2

2, 1

and

P(triangle) = 1:6 .

(There art. 36 Ecciaily likely outcomes.

P(sum` is odd) = ;

P(sum is less than 5) =
1

;

P(sum 4s odd or less than 5) =

(b) 1

135 -
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1 /, _ **now) = 7 Oiemembir, the sum of the probabilities
. 3.' ..)

4he outcomes stet be 1 .)

-i----i ,

1044= = 3 4 p(B) . ; P(C) = i = ;:'..
°

etion 7 -1.

P(blue) = 22; .

P(X) =

3.* P(blueil = .

1 1 1
Yes. 5

6,- P(grAn) =b.

ti

7. No. P(green X) = 9 which is not equal to P(green) P(X) .

8. X covers 1 of the red region. If the spinner stops on red, then the

probability that it also stops on X is
1

.

1
No. P(ied X) = E while P(red) P(X) =

1 1 1

Section 7-2.

Section 1:1.

(a)
P(ErIF) .1

P(F) .5 .2

(b) p(FIE) = P(EnP) .1

P(E) .2 = 4

136

3 3 7§-

All outcomes are equally likely in S.

2 - % 3 .

P(E)

4

= 5 ; P(i) lo
p(En,py = = ?5.--

All outcomes are equally likely in F.

P(EIF) = .

All outcomes are equally likely in E.

P(FIE) = = .

143



Aa.4ii):1fBn)t). :3:6 =

P(Arii
'10(A)-

) .16
.2

± Noice in this case: , P(AIB) = P(A) ,

.P(B1A) ='16(B) ,

P(At1B) = P(A) P(B) ;

that' is, recalling Chapter 6, events A ancl. B are independent.

(a) P(AIB) = = 0 .

(h) P(B = ;--1= 0 .

tI F).
(a) Since F(EIF)

P
P(Et1

(P)
, we have .6

P(E

5

c Therefore, 'P(EtIF) =*(.6)(.5) = .3 .

Notice that we did not need to know P(E) .

(b) P(EU F) = P(E) + P(F) - y(En F)

= .7 + .5 - .3 = .9

6. (a) P(EU F) = P(E) P(F) - P(En F)

.6 = .4 + .4 - p(Eti F)

P(En F) = .2

,
(b) P(EIF) = =

1
(or .5)

1
(c) P(FIE)=

2
=

Notice that P(EIF) = P(F9E) . Do you see why it turns out this way?

Look at P(E), P(F) .

7. If E and F ore mutually exclusive, then E nF = 0 and P(EllF) =

Hence,

P(EjF) Ofy -0'

0
P(FIG) = - 0 .

8. If \E/ is a subset of F, then EflF = E . Therefore,

P(EIF) -g

137
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Section 7-4.

1. (a) There are 3 vowels and 5 letters. (All letters ere equally

likely.)
P.(a vowel) = .

r
(b) There are 3 vowels in the reducedosei of outcomes.

1
P(ola vowel) .

(c) b is not a vowel.

P(b1,1 vowel) = 0 .

(d) There are 2 consonants.

P(t's consonan't) =
1

.

2. (a) Possible favorable outcomes in the form (red,green) are (3,1),

(1,3), (2,2), (2,1), (1,2), and (1,1).

6 1
P(sum unaer 5) = .

(b) Of the favorable outcomes in (a), only (2,1) and (2,2) are now

posbible since all outcomes with a red 2 are (2,1), (2,2),

(2,3), (2,4), (2,5), and (2,6).

3.

1
P(sum under Sired die is 2) . . /

(c) Since the red die is 5 and the green die is at least 1 , the

sum cannot be 5* or less than 5 . Thus,

P(suM under Sired die is 5) = 0 .

(d) In (a), of the six outcomes whose sum is under 5 , your have the

green die an odd number. The reduced set of outcomes with the green

die odd has 18 'elements.
2

P(sum is 5(green die odd)

(a) S = (a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h;i)

E = (a,b,c,e,g)

P(E) =
9

(b) F = (b,e,f,g,h,i)

P(F) = = .

(c) ErIF = (b,e,g) ;

P(EIF) = .

`

0) P(FIE) = .

(§ elements) ;

elements) ;

(6 elements) ;
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P(Red) =

P(1) = 12 = t'

P(Red r11) = 12
, 3_ 1 6 1

P(Biueu 2) --- 12 + 12 12 2

/

1-

Rea n(e) P(Redll) =
p(p(1) i)

-r-- = 3
7+,

1

12 1

1""

(g) P(2)

(h) P(2IWhite) =
i(2nwhite)
P(White)

1

P( White 12) =
P(White n 2)

1

1

P(2)

1-2-

=

(j) P(41Red)
p(

P(1qciItnRea)

or 1
2

(k) P(Fed1Odd) =
P(P(OdRedf)

d)dd) =
12

= 5117
12

4N~0-

2 41
te

(1) P(Whitel4) _.
P(Whi

p(4)
n )

3

If
-

2
.

12

Notice that, in je), (h), (i),,(j), (k), (1) we didn't need to use

the formula. We could have merely counted - since the areas are equally

likely. For (k), there are 6 "odd" oat;omes e..d c+ these 2 are "red".
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5. (a) If we know that a black is removed on the first draw, then 1 black

and 2 whites -are left.

P(B21B1) = .

(b) It would be impossible to get a black on the first 'dm. if we.got

a black on the second and'third draws.

P(B
1
1B

2
B
3
) = o .

(c) If you know that a white is to be drawn on the second draw, then

on3 1 white is available for the, first draw.

P(B11W2) = .

(d) P(W
1
1B
2
B
3
) = 1 , since black on second and third draws leaves only

white for first draw.

Not the It was easier to find these answers without using the formula.

6. (a) We must have P(S)'= 1 . Adding the given probabilities, we obtain

.92 . Therefore the probability of outcome d is .08 .

(b) P(A) . .12 + .14 + .16 + .08 .

(c) P(B) = .16 + .08 + .12 = .36 .

(d) P(AnB) = .16 + .o8 = .24 .

(e) P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B) - P(Art B)

= .50 + .36 - .24

= .62

P(AUB) .16 4 .08 .24 2
P(AIB) . - - = - .67

.16 + .o8 .24
(g) P(BIA) _ - .48 .
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'7. (a) We have P(R) = . (Rain was predicted for 50 of the 200 days.)

P(inR) 25-°0 . (On 30 days rain was predicted and it did rain.)

Hence 7

P(vet, given "rain forecast") = P(WIR) = 25o °° - 5 = .6 .

200

That is, if the forecast is "rain", the probability of rain is

6o
(b) p(w) = 765 ..

30

200 1
P(rain forecast, given wet day) = P(RIW) = 615 = = .5

200

That-is, if it is'a wet day, there is a probability of that

the ,,e=thavm., gAroirteti it.

(c) P(N) = 122 P(DnN) = 27-0 .

120

200 '

120

P(DIN) =
200 12 4

150 15 5
- .8 .

200

That is, if the forecast is "no rain", the ,probability of a dry day

is .8

140
(d) P(D) = f55 .

120

200 12
P(NID) = 1.7

200

.86 .

That is, if it is a dry day, the probability that the weatherman

predicted it is .86 .

iy4



rw,

. Let T be "a teen-ager was-chosen"

A be "an adult was chosen"

L be "the person chosen liked the program"'

D be "the person chosen did not like the Program" .

(a) P(A) (since P(T) = .25

(b) Kan L) .15 (20% of 75`k is 15%)

(c) P(Tn = .15 (601- of 25% is .again 15%)

(d) To find P(L) we reason: anyone who liked the program is either a

member of An I, or of Tn L . Since these sets are disjoint (no

one is both A and T), P(L) = P(An + P(Tfl L)

19.

..

. .15 + .15

= .30

(e)ti P(LIT) =
P(Lrl T)

- = ,60` (Not surprising!)

Pp(A11P(AL)L) 15
P(AIL) =

Let T be the event "test shows positive"

N be the event "test shows negative"

H be the event "healthy"

D be the event "has the disease" .

We wish P(HIT) .

-Now P(H) .9E5

T) = .049 (5% of 984 is 4.9%)

Mt) .016 (901 of 2% is 1.8%)

?(T) P(Hn T) P(DflT)

.0149 -

. .067

Therefore
.049p(H1T) 777 .73

Notice the importance of this result. If people are tested "at random",

3almost IT of those with s "positive" test are, in fact, healthy.

The numbers used for this exercise do rot reflect any reel test for a

real disesze. Some medical tests yield fewer false positives, etc., but

the basic problem for medical diagnosis is quite important.
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1. (a) Making the assumption that boys and girls are equally likely and also

assuming that the sex of the yotffer is independent of the sex of the

older, we,have the set of equally likely outcomes.

S = (BB, BG, GB, GG) .

(By "GB" vwe mean that the older child is a girl, the younger a boy.)

Since each of these four outcomes is equally likely, P(BB)_. .

146--Our set of equally likely outcomes is now reduced to

S. = (BB, BG, GB) .

P(BB)

Alternate ,71ution to (b): Referring to S :

P(P'. sad at least one boy)

\ 3
P(at least one boy) = .

1

7
So P(BBIat least one boy) .

3 3

(c) Our set of equally likely outcomes is now

S
2

(BB, BG)

Alternate solution to (c):

1
P(BB and older is n boy) = 7

1
P(older is a boy)

2

7
P(BElolder is a boy) . =

2



2. (a) The set of possible two card selections is

(AsAh, ASKS, AsKh, AhKs, AhKh, , where we use A
s

to mean'the

ace of spades, etc. Again, assuming that each selection is equally
1

likely, we have P(AsAh) = 6 .

IV

(b) Knowing that at least one ace has been selected eliminates KsKh

as.a possible outcome. Our reduced set of outcomes now has five

equally Likely members. Hence P(A
s
Ahlat. least one ace) = 1 .

5

Alternate solution to (b) :

P(Ac,A0 at least one
1

ace) f .

P(at least one ace) =

1

P(A,A.1, lot least one ace0=
;-

5
= ,

5

(c) Tf we know that the ace of spades is selected, our reduced set of

outcomes. is

1A,Ks, Asc and P(A.sA
h
IA

s

Alternate solution to (c)' :

p(A
s
kn A

s
) , since A

s
An A

s
= P. A, .

P(As ) = .

1
3. (a) Since etch beg is equally likely, P(2 black) =

Pti you guess This seems reasonable since we know that the beg

with two white balls was not selected. Let's analyze n bit more

carefully. Think of tne bags being I, II, III . Bag I contains

two white marbles, Al, W2; bag II contains W5, ,B1; bag III

contains B2, B,. We may think of the problem in three stages.

(1) Which bag is selected?

(2) Which color marble is drawn?

(3) Which color marble remains?

A tree diagram may help,

144
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Bag

I-

II

Draw Remaining

W, W
2

W,
1

w3
1

B1 W3

B
2

B
3

III

B
2

B
3

At the beginning, then, there are six equally likely outcomes

two of which involve bag III (two black marbles). Since a black

marble was drawn, we consider only the branch°s:

B
1

W
3

B2
-3

B, B
2

Therefore.
\

Pkwo blackifirst black) --,

3

15

(not -12:- II) .

''445Axe



P.

Section 7-6.

1. A = ((6,4), (4,6), (5,5))
43 = ((1,6), (2,5), (3,4), (4,3), (5,2), (6,11)
C = ((6,), (f.,2), (6,3), (6,14), (6,5), (6,6))

By (6,4), for example, we mean (red 6, green 4). XriB 0

Anc ((6,4)), Bnc = f(6,1)), so that P(An B) = 0 ,

P(AnC) = P(BnC) .3t .

1 1

(a) P(A1C) = = b (e) P(C1B) = =

(b) P(BIc) - = 1 (f) mitt) = 0

3 6 1
, (c) 10(A1B) = 0 (g) P(A) = p(B) =

6
P(c) =

1
Comparing with

1
(a), (b), (c), we see that only

(d) P(CIA) -IL =
3
1

B and C are independent.

3
(h) A. and B are mutually exclusive.

3 6 ,
2. (a) P(AUB) = P(A) + P(B) = + = (A and B are mutually exclusive.)

(b) P(BUC) = P(B) + P(C) - P(BnC)
= P(B) + P(C) P(B) P(C) (B and C are indeoendent.)

(c)

1 1 1 1

6 + (6
6 ci 1 11
7 + 7 7

p(Auz) = P(A) P(c) - P(Anc)
3 6 1

3
= , or

Notice that P(AnC) # P(A) P(C)
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3. There are three ways for each die to show even, Hence, there are nine ways

for them both to show even: P(A) = =
9 1

B is the event ((2,6), (3,5), (4,4), (5,3), (6,2)

P(AIB) = , since three outcomes of B tre also in A .

P(AIB) / P(A) so the events are not independent.

4. There are eight po6'sible outcomes: bbb, bbg, bgb, ..., etc. (where we

list the sex of the eldest child first).

E = Abbg, bgb, gbb, ggb, gbg, bgg)

P(E) =
6

=

F = (bbb, bbg, bgb, gbb)

P(E1F) = , since three of the elements of F are in E .

P(EIF) = P(E) so the events are independent.

5. After working Exercise 4, it is intuitive to guess that E and F are

independent. let's see,

There are sixteen outcomes: bbbb, bbbg, tbgb, ..., etc. E contains

fourteen of these outcomes (all ekcept bbbb and gggg).

14 7
P(E) = - = B-

F = (bbbb, bbbg, bbgb, bgbb, gbbb)

, 4
i(E1F) =

5
, so the events not independent.

6. P(0) =
6

=
12 2

P(CID) = , so C and D are independent.

Surely, it seem obvious that the placement of P does not influence

theplecement.of Q relative to P Is it really obvious? The set

of possible orders of placement (reading from left to right) is

(PQR, PRQ, QPR, QRP, FPQ, RQP)

A = fpu
1

, PRQ, RPQ) , P(A) = (obvious!)

B = iPQR, PRQ, QPR) P(AIB) = (obvious?)

A and B are not independent events.
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z.

3

4

its
V

8. = =

_00
P(H IR)

5
= TO

H and R are not Independent.
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